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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to study pro excision in algebraic K-theory and
cyclic homology, after Suslin–Wodzicki, Cuntz–Quillen, Cortiñas, and Geisser–
Hesselholt, as well as continuity properties of André–Quillen and Hochschild ho-
mology. A key tool is first to establish the equivalence of various pro Tor vanishing
conditions which appear in the literature.

This allows us to prove that all ideals of commutative, Noetherian rings are pro
unital in a suitable sense. We show moreover that such pro unital ideals satisfy
pro excision in derived Hochschild and cyclic homology. It follows hence, and
from the Suslin–Wodzicki criterion, that ideals of commutative, Noetherian rings
satisfy pro excision in derived Hochschild and cyclic homology, and in algebraic
K-theory.

In addition, our techniques yield a strong form of the pro Hochschild–Kostant–
Rosenberg theorem; an extension to general base rings of the Cuntz–Quillen ex-
cision theorem in periodic cyclic homology; a generalisation of the Fĕıgin–Tsygan
theorem; a short proof of pro excision in topological Hochschild and cyclic ho-
mology; and new Artin–Rees and continuity statements in André–Quillen and
Hochschild homology.

MSC: 19D55 (primary), 16E40 13D03 (secondary).
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0 Introduction and statements of main results

We begin with some remarks on excision in algebraic K-theory. It has been known
at least since work by R. Swan [36] that K-theory fails to satisfy excision; i.e., if
A → B is a homomorphism of rings and I is an ideal of A mapped isomorphically
to an ideal of B, then the map Kn(A, I) → Kn(B, I) of relative K-groups need not
be an isomorphism if n > 0. Having fixed I as a non-unital algebra, A. Suslin [34]
showed, by building on earlier work of himself and M. Wodzicki [35], that I satisfies
excision for all such homomorphisms A→ B if and only if I is Tor-unital in the sense
that TorZnIn (Z,Z) = 0 for n > 0. Unfortunately, this is not commonly satisfied for
rings of algebraic geometry. A recent trend has therefore been to consider instead the
problem of “pro excision”, namely to determine when the map of pro abelian groups
{Kn(A, Ir)}r → {Kn(B, Ir)}r is an isomorphism for all n ≥ 0.

In particular, a theorem of T. Geisser and L. Hesselholt [13], whose rational version
is due to G. Cortiñas [6], states that pro Tor-unital ideals satisfy pro excision in alge-
braic K-theory, thereby offering a pro version of the aforementioned Suslin–Wodzicki
criterion; here we have adopted the following piece of terminology:

Definition 0.1. A non-unital ring I is pro Tor-unital if and only if {TorZnI
r

n (Z,Z)}r = 0
for all n > 0.

Unfortunately, until now it has appeared to be difficult to verify whether any
given ideal is pro Tor-unital, or to offer many examples of such ideals, owing to the
inaccessibility of the rings ZnIr; hence Geisser–Hesselholt’s criterion has been hard to
apply in concrete situations. Our first main theorem, the proof of which is the content
of Section 1, overcomes this difficulty:

Theorem 0.2 (See Thm. 1.2). Let k be a commutative ring, A→ B a homomorphism
of k-algebras, and I an ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of B. Then the
following pro Tor vanishing conditions are equivalent:

(i) {TorAn (A/Ir, A/Ir)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

(ii) {TorBn (B/Ir, B/Ir)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

(iii) {TorknI
r

n (k, k)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

(iv) I is pro Tor-unital, i.e., {TorZnI
r

n (Z,Z)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

Theorem 0.2 is a fundamental tool used throughout the paper, which unifies differ-
ent conditions naturally appearing in excision theory. Condition (i) will be seen to be
the key property required for pro-excision in derived Hochschild and cyclic homology,
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their topological counterparts, and André–Quillen homology. When k is a field, condi-
tion (iii) is equivalent to the existing notion of H-unitality of the pro k-algebra I∞ (see
Eg. 1.6), which is central in Wodzicki’s original approach to excision [39], as well as in
J. Cuntz and D. Quillen’s approach to excision in periodic cyclic homology [10]. The
importance of (iv) is thus not only its relevance to pro excision in K-theory, but also
that it reveals that conditions (i)–(iii) are intrinsic properties of the non-unital ring I,
depending neither on the ring A nor on the algebra structure from the base ring k.

The first concrete application of Theorem 0.2 is to commutative rings: if I is an
ideal of a commutative, Noetherian ring A, then M. André [2] noted that condition (i)
is always true (see Lem. 2.1), and so we obtain:

Theorem 0.3 (See Thm. 2.3). Let I be an ideal of a commutative, Noetherian ring.
Then I is pro Tor-unital.

Applying Geisser–Hesselholt’s aforementioned pro version of the Suslin–Wodzicki
criterion, we have the following consequence of Theorem 0.3 which completely solves
the pro excision problem in K-theory for commutative, Noetherian rings:

Corollary 0.4 (See Corol. 2.4). Ideals of commutative, Noetherian rings satisfy pro
excision in algebraic K-theory. In particular, if A → B is a homomorphism of com-
mutative, Noetherian rings, and I is an ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal
of B, then the map of pro abelian groups

{Kn(A, Ir)}r −→ {Kn(B, Ir)}r

is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z.

Now we turn to Hochschild and cyclic homology. Just as for K-theory in the
first paragraph of the Introduction, these homology theories do not in general satisfy
excision. To further justify the usefulness of pro Tor-unitality, we prove that it is
sufficient to ensure that an ideal satisfy pro excision in the derived versions of these
homology theories:

Theorem 0.5 (Pro excision for derived HH and HC [Thm. 3.7]). Let k be a commu-
tative ring, A → B a homomorphism of k-algebras, and I a pro Tor-unital ideal of
A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of B. Then the canonical maps of pro relative
groups

{HHk
n(A, Ir)}r −→ {HHk

n(B, Ir)}r, {HCkn(A, Ir)}r −→ {HCkn(B, Ir)}r

are isomorphisms for all n ≥ 0.

There are two important remarks to make now. Firstly, thanks to Theorem 0.3,
the pro Tor-unitality assumption in Theorem 0.5 is automatically satisfied as soon as
A or B is commutative and Noetherian. Secondly, the Hochschild and cyclic homology
appearing in Theorem 0.5, and elsewhere in the paper, is always defined in a derived
sense, that is after replacing rings by free simplicial resolutions (see §3.4 for details);
if k is a field, then this is the usual Hochschild and cyclic homology.
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There are two key components to the proof of Theorem 0.5. The first is a restriction
spectral sequence relating the Hochschild homologies of A and B; this is given in
Proposition 3.4, and is used in the ensuing corollaries to show that the obstruction
to pro excision is largely measured by the pro Tor groups {TorAn (A/Ir, A/Ir)}r and
{TorBn (B/Ir, B/Ir)}r. The second component to the proof is Theorem 0.2, which
proves that these obstructions vanish since I is pro Tor-unital.

In Section 3.2 we show moreover that the expected converse statements are true:
ideals which satisfy pro excision in Hochschild homology are necessarily pro Tor-unital.

These arguments for Hochschild homology may be repeated verbatim for topolog-
ical Hochschild homology to give a short proof that pro Tor-unital ideals satisfy pro
excision in topological Hochschild and cyclic homology; this was proved originally by
Geisser and Hesselholt [13, Thm. 2.2] via a lengthy argument:

Theorem 0.6 (Pro excision for THH and TC [Thm. 3.8]). Let A→ B be a homomor-
phism of rings, and I a pro Tor-unital ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of
B. Then the canonical maps

{THHn(A, Ir)}r −→ {THHn(B, Ir)}r, {TCmn (A, Ir; p)}r −→ {TCmn (B, Ir; p)}r

of pro abelian groups are isomorphisms for all n ≥ 0, m ≥ 1, and primes p ≥ 2.

In Section 3.3 we turn our attention to periodic cyclic homology. In stark contrast
to algebraic K-theory, Hochschild, and cyclic homology, it was proved by Cuntz and
Quillen [10] that periodic cyclic homology HP k does satisfy excision whenever the base
ring k is a characteristic zero field. We extend this celebrated result, using derived
periodic cyclic homology, to arbitrary commutative base rings of characteristic zero:

Theorem 0.7 (Excision for HP k [Thm. 3.15]). Let k be a commutative Q-algebra.
Then derived period cyclic homology over k satisfies excision; i.e., if A → B is a
homomorphism of k-algebras, and I is an ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal
of B, then the canonical map

HP kn (A, I) −→ HP kn (B, I)

is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z.

The remaining results of the paper focus on commutative algebras and related
Artin–Rees and continuity properties of Hochschild, cyclic, and André–Quillen homol-
ogy. To put these results in context, we first recall the Artin–Rees (aka. Nilpotent
Extension) theorem which can be found in the original works of André [2, Prop. X.12]
and Quillen [29, Thm. 6.15] on the cohomology of commutative rings: it states that
if A is a commutative, Noetherian ring and I ⊆ A is an ideal, then the pro A-
module {Dn(A/Ir|A)}r, of André–Quillen homologies for A/Ir with respect to A,
vanishes for all n ≥ 0. Assuming A is a k-algebra for some commutative ring k,
one can then apply the Jacobi–Zariski sequence to deduce a continuity isomorphism
{Dn(A|k,A/Ir)}r ∼= {Dn(A/Ir|k)}r. Some generalisations of these Artin–Rees and
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continuity results, in the special case of certain finite type algebras over characteristic
zero fields, have been recently given by A. Krishna [22].

We present substantial generalisations of such results, for both André–Quillen and
Hochschild homology, in the axiomatic context of pro Tor-unital ideals; this is made
possible by Theorem 0.2, while Theorem 0.3 ensures that we recover all earlier special
cases. The following are our main such results in the case of Hochschild and cyclic
homology:

Theorem 0.8 (Artin–Rees & continuity properties of HH and HC [§3.4]). Let k → A
be a homomorphism of commutative rings, and I a pro Tor-unital ideal of A. Then:

(i) {HHA
n (A/Ir)} = 0 for all n > 0.

(ii) {HCAn (A/Ir)} = 0 for all odd n > 0, and is ∼= {A/Ir}r for all even n ≥ 0.

(iii) The canonical map {Hk
n(A,A/Ir)}r → {HHk

n(A/Ir)}r is an isomorphism for all
n ≥ 0.

From Theorem 0.8(iii) we obtain a strong form of the pro Hochschild–Kostant–
Rosenberg theorem. A version of this result for finite type algebras over fields can
be found in [7, Thm. 3.2], but for recent applications to the formal deformation of
algebraic cycles [4, 25] the following strong version is required:

Theorem 0.9 (Pro HKR theorem [Thm. 3.23]). Let k → A be a geometrically regular
morphism of commutative, Noetherian rings, and I an ideal of A. Then the antisym-
metrisation map

{Ωn
A/Ir|k}r −→ {HH

k
n(A/Ir)}r

is an isomorphism of pro A-modules for all n ≥ 0.

From Theorem 0.9 we then obtain a generalisation of the theorem of B. Fĕıgin
and B. Tsygan [12] stating that HP kn (A) is isomorphic to crystalline cohomology
(aka. Hartshorne’s algebraic de Rham cohomology) whenever A is a finite type al-
gebra over a characteristic zero field k. We extend this to general base rings k and
moreover eliminate the finite type hypothesis on A (see Thm. 3.25).

Section 4 is devoted to André–Quillen homology, where we in particular prove ana-
logues of Theorem 0.8 (see Corol. 4.5 and Lem. 4.13). With such continuity properties
established, we then show that pro Tor-unital ideals also satisfy pro excision in André–
Quillen homology, under a mild hypothesis of “smallness” which is always satisfied in
the Noetherian case (see Def. 4.9):

Theorem 0.10 (Pro excision for A.–Q. homology [Thm. 4.14]). Let k → A → B be
homomorphisms of commutative rings, and I a small, pro Tor-unital ideal of A mapped
isomorphically to an ideal of B. Then the following square of simplicial pro A-modules
is homotopy cartesian:

LiA|k //

��

LiB|k

��
{LiA/Ir|k}r // {LiB/Ir|k}r
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where Li−|− denotes the ith exterior power of the cotangent complex of a homomorphism
of commutative rings.

Leitfaden

Some of the main results of the paper are almost independent from others, so we offer
an informal Leitfaden:

(i) The proof of Thm. 0.2 is the contents of Section 1.

(ii) Thm. 0.3 and Cor. 0.4 follow from §1 and the start of §2.

(iii) Thms. 0.5 and 0.6 follow from §1, the introductory material of §3, and §3.1.

(iv) Theorem 0.7 follows from §1, the introductory material of §3, and §3.2.

(v) If one interprets pro Tor-unitality as the vanishing of {TorAn (A/Ir, A/Ir)}r for
n > 0, then Thm. 0.8, Thm. 0.9, and our Fĕıgin–Tsygan theorem follow from the
introductory material of §3, and §3.4.

(vi) The Artin–Rees and continuity properties for André–Quillen homology are self-
contained in §4.1; Thm. 0.10 additionally requires §1 and §4.2.

Notation, etc.

Rings and algebras are associative and unital, unless explicitly stated to be non-unital,
and ideals are two-sided. Given a commutative ring k and a k-algebra A, an A-
bimodule means an A ⊗k Aop-module. In Section 4, all rings are commutative. A
discussion of pro abelian groups and pro modules may be found in Appendix A.
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1 The equivalence of pro unitality conditions

In this section we define our pro unitality conditions of interest and establish the
equivalences of Theorem 0.2 from the introduction. We claim no originality for the
following notion, but must suggest a piece of nomenclature to be able to more clearly
state our results:
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Definition 1.1. Let k be a commutative ring and I a non-unital k-algebra. Then we
say that I is pro Tor-unital over k if and only if {TorknI

r

n (k, k)}r = 0 for all n > 0. If
k = Z, we say simply that I is pro Tor-unital.

The main aim of this section is to prove the following equivalences, which we will
then adopt as alternative definitions of pro Tor-unitality:

Theorem 1.2. Let k be a commutative ring, A→ B a homomorphism of k-algebras,
and I an ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of B. Then the following pro
Tor vanishing conditions are equivalent:

(i) {TorAn (A/Ir, A/Ir)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

(ii) {TorBn (B/Ir, B/Ir)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

(iii) I is pro Tor-unital over k, i.e., {TorknI
r

n (k, k)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

(iv) I is pro Tor-unital, i.e., {TorZnI
r

n (Z,Z)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

Before we prove Theorem 1.2, we present various situations in which it can be
applied:

Example 1.3 (Commutative, Noetherian rings). Let I be an ideal of a commutative,
Noetherian ring A. Then condition (i) of Theorem 1.2 is true (see Thm. 2.3) and hence
I is pro Tor-unital.

Example 1.4 (Quasi-regularity). Let I be a quasi-regular ideal of a commutative ring
A in Quillen’s sense [29, Def. 6.10], i.e., I/I2 is flat as an A/I-module and the canonical
map

∧n
A/I I/I

2 → TorAn (A/I,A/I) is an isomorphism for all n ≥ 0. For example, it
suffices that I be generated by a regular sequence. We will now show that condition
(i) of Theorem 1.2 is satisfied, whence I is pro Tor-unital.

It was proved by Quillen that the canonical map

TorAn (A/Is, A/Ir+s) −→ TorAn (A/Is, A/Ir)

is zero for all n, r, s > 0. (Since this precise assertion is not stated by Quillen, we
now explain the missing details of the proof. Firstly, if s = 1 then this is precisely
the statement “Bm” in the proof of [31, Prop. 8.5]. Since Is/Is+1 is flat over A/I
[31, Prop. 8.5], it follows that the map TorAn (Is/Is+1, A/Ir+1)→ TorAn (Is/Is+1, A/Ir)
is zero for all n, r, s > 0; now a straightforward induction on s completes the proof.)
Hence the composition

TorAn (A/I2r, A/I2r) −→ TorAn (A/Ir, A/I2r) −→ TorAn (A/Ir, A/Ir)

is zero for all n, r > 0, as required.

Example 1.5 (Restriction of base ring). Suppose that k′ → k is a homomorphism of
commutative rings and that I is a non-unital k-algebra. Then Theorem 1.2 evidently
implies that the following two conditions are equivalent:
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(iii) I is pro Tor-unital over k, i.e., {TorknI
r

n (k, k)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

(iii’) I is pro Tor-unital over k′, i.e., {Tork
′nIr
n (k′, k′)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

This provides a strengthening and purely algebraic proof of a result of Geisser and
Hesselholt [14, Prop. 3.6], as promised in the author’s earlier work [26, Lemma 1.12].

Example 1.6 (H-unitality). Let k be a commutative ring and I a non-unital k-algebra.
Assuming that I is flat over k, we may calculate TorknIn (k, I) = TorknIn+1(k, k) as the
nth homology of the bar complex

Bk
• (I) := 0←− I b′←− I ⊗k I

b′←− I ⊗k I ⊗k I
b′←− · · ·

(Here I sits in degree 0 of the complex, and the boundary maps b′ are given by the
alternating sum of x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn 7→ x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xixi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn for i = 0, . . . , n− 1.)

In particular, if k is a field so that Ir is flat over k for all r ≥ 1, then we see that
I is pro Tor-unital over k if and only {Hn(Bk

• (I
r))}r = 0 for all n ≥ 0; this latter

condition, known as H-unitality of the pro k-algebra {Ir}r, has appeared previously,
e.g., [6, §4.2].

Example 1.7 (Quasi-unitality, ideals of free algebras). Suppose k is a field and that
I is a non-unital k-algebra. Then I is said to be quasi-unital if and only if there exists
a k-linear map α : I2 → I ⊗k I with the following properties:

• α(xy) = xα(y) for x ∈ I, y ∈ I2.

• µ ◦ α = id, where µ : I ⊗k I → I2 denotes multiplication.

When this is true, we may define (using the bar construction of Example 1.6)

σ : I2 ⊗k · · · ⊗k I2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

→ I ⊗k · · · ⊗k I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1 times

, x0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn 7→ α(x0)⊗ x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn,

which is easily seen to have the property that b′σ + σb′ = i, where i : Bk
• (I

2) →
Bk
• (I) is the canonical map; hence i induces zero on homology, i.e, the canonical map

TorknI
2

n (k, k)→ TorknIn (k, k) is zero for all n > 0.
When Cuntz and Quillen proved excision in periodic cyclic homology over fields of

characteristic zero, they considered non-unital k-algebras I such that I2r is quasi-unital
for all r ≥ 0. For example, this is true if I is an ideal of a free k-algebra by [10, §4], and
so we have just explained that such ideals are pro Tor-unital over k. A generalisation
of this assertion to the case when k is not necessarily a field will be given in Proposition
3.17. Abstract generalisations to monoidal categories may be found in [8].

Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 1.2; it will be deduced from a more general
result concerning pro rings, for which we need first to mention some terminology. The
reader less familiar with pro objects may also wish to consult Appendix A.

A pro ring R∞ is simply an object of the category ProRings, i.e. an inverse system
· · · → R2 → R1 of (always unital and associative) rings. An ideal I∞ ⊆ R∞ is an inverse
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system · · · → I2 → I1 where each Ir is an ideal of Rr, and where the transition maps
Rr+1 → Rr restricts to the transition maps Ir+1 → Ir. The notation R∞/I∞ denotes
the pro ring {Rr/Ir}r.

A (strict) left R∞-module M∞ is by definition an inverse system · · · →M2 →M1,
where Mr is a left Rr-module, and the transition maps are compatible in the obvious
sense. A (strict) right R∞-module is defined in the analogous fashion. All our pro
modules will be strict, so we will not mention this assumption again.

The following is the key proposition:

Proposition 1.8. Let R∞ → S∞ be a strict map of pro rings, and suppose that J∞
is an ideal of R∞ such that each map Rr → Sr carries Jr isomorphically to an ideal
of Sr. Then the following pro Tor vanishing conditions are equivalent:

(i) {TorRr
n (Rr/Jr, Rr/Jr)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

(ii) {TorSr
n (Sr/Jr, Sr/Jr)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

Theorem 1.2 follows from Proposition 1.8:

Proof of Theorem 1.2 from Proposition 1.8. Let k be a commutative ring, A→
B a homomorphism of k-algebras, and I an ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an
ideal of B. We must show that conditions (i)–(iv) of Theorem 0.2 are equivalent; we
do this by applying the previous proposition to a variety of pro rings, always with ideal
J∞ = {Ir}r:

(i)⇔(ii): R∞ = A and S∞ = B. (iii)⇔(i): R∞ = {knIr}r and S∞ = A. (iv)⇔(iii):
R∞ = {Z n Ir}r and S∞ = {k n Ir}r.

Remark 1.9. Given that Proposition 1.8 has now been shown to be the key result, it
may be instructive first to establish its non-pro version to illustrate the idea of proof.

Let R→ S be a homomorphism of rings, and suppose that J is an ideal of R carried
isomorphically to an ideal of S. Then we claim that the following are equivalent:

(a) TorRn (R/J,R/J) = 0 for all n > 0.

(b) TorSn(S/J, S/J) = 0 for all n > 0.

That is, we claim that R/J ⊗IL
R R/J ' R/J if and only if S/J ⊗IL

S S/J ' S/J , where
we work in the model category of simplicial rings. The proof is as follows:

(a)⇒(b): Assume that R/J ⊗IL
R R/J ' R/J . Then for any right R/J-module M ,

we have

M ⊗IL
R R/J 'M ⊗IL

R/J R/J ⊗
IL
R R/J

(∗)
' M ⊗IL

R/J R/J 'M,

where (∗) follows from our assumption. In particular,

S/J ⊗IL
R R/J ' S/J. (†)

Next, our assumption implies that the canonical map R ⊗IL
R R/J → R/J ⊗IL

R R/J
is a weak equivalence, hence that J ⊗IL

R R/J ' 0. It follows that the canonical map
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S⊗IL
RR/J → S/J⊗IL

RR/J is a weak equivalence and hence, by (†), that S⊗IL
RR/J ' S/J .

Therefore
S/J ⊗IL

S S/J ' S/J ⊗IL
S S ⊗IL

R R/J ' S/J ⊗IL
R R/J ' S/J,

where the final equivalence follows from (†).
(b)⇒(a): Assume that S/J ⊗IL

S S/J ' S/J . For any simplicial left S/J-module N ,
the same argument as in the start of the previous implication shows that S/J ⊗IL

S N '
N ; hence the natural map S ⊗IL

S N → S/J ⊗IL
S N is a weak equivalence, and therefore

J⊗IL
SN ' 0. Applying this with N = S⊗IL

RR/J , we deduce that J⊗IL
RR/J ' 0. Hence

the canonical map R⊗IL
RR/J → R/J⊗IL

RR/J is a weak equivalence, i.e., R/J⊗IL
RR/J '

R/J .
This completes the proof of the claim, i.e., of Proposition 1.8 in the non-pro setting.

The reader who is comfortable with model categories of pro simplicial abelian
groups and pro simplicial rings (e.g., using the machinery of [19]) may presumably
verbatim repeat the argument given in Remark 3.9 in order to prove Proposition 1.8.
We will not present such a proof, but instead will work directly with spectral sequences
of pro abelian groups instead of derived tensor products. More precisely, the following
standard change of rings spectral sequences for a homomorphism of rings will be used
frequently in the proof of the proposition:

Remark 1.10. Let R → S be a homomorphism of rings. If M is a right S-module
and N is a left R-module, then there is a first quadrant spectral sequence

E2
pq = TorSp (M,TorRq (S,N)) =⇒ TorRp+q(M,N).

If N is a left S-module and M is a right R-module, then there is a first quadrant
spectral sequence

′E2
pq = TorSp (TorRq (M,S), N) =⇒ TorRp+q(M,N).

We now begin our proof of Proposition 1.8 with the following lemma:

Lemma 1.11. Let J∞ be an ideal of a pro ring R∞, and assume that the pro abelian
groups {TorRr

n (Rr/Jr, Rr/Jr)}r vanish for all n > 0. Then, for any right (resp., left)
R∞/J∞-module M∞ (resp., N∞), the canonical map

{TorRr
n (Mr, Nr)}r −→ {TorRr/Jr

n (Mr, Nr)}r

is an isomorphism of pro abelian groups for all n ≥ 0.
In particular, {TorRr

n (Mr, Rr/Jr)}r and {TorRr
n (Rr/Jr, Nr)}r vanish for all n > 0.

Proof. For each r ≥ 1 Remark 1.10 gives us a spectral sequence of abelian groups

E2
pq(r) = TorRr/Jr

p (Mr,TorRr
q (Rr/Jr, Rr/Jr)) =⇒ TorRr

p+q(Mr, Rr/Jr).

Letting r →∞ gives a first quadrant spectral sequence of pro abelian groups

E2
pq(∞) = {TorRr/Jr

p (Mr,TorRr
q (Rr/Jr, Rr/Jr))}r =⇒ {TorRr

p+q(Mr, Rr/Jr)}r.

10
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But our vanishing assumption implies that E2
pq(∞) = 0 unless q = 0, and so the

spectral sequence degenerates to edge map isomorphisms

{TorRr
n (Mr, Rr/Jr)}r

'−→ {TorRr/Jr
n (Mr, Rr/Jr)}r.

Since the right side vanishes for n > 0, we have proved

{TorRr
n (Mr, Rr/Jr)}r ∼=

{
{Mr}r n = 0,

0 n > 0.

Applying the same argument to the second spectral sequence of Remark 1.10 ob-
tains a spectral sequence of pro abelian groups

′E2
pq(∞) = {TorRr/Jr

p (TorRr
q (Mr, Rr/Jr), Nr)}r =⇒ {TorRr

p+q(Mr, Nr)}r.

But by what we have just proved, ′E2
pq(∞) vanishes unless q = 0, so we obtain the

desired edge map isomorphisms {TorRr
n (Mr, Nr)}r

'→ {Tor
Rr/Jr
n (Mr, Nr)}r.

The “in particular” claims immediately follow.

As in the statement of Proposition 1.8, let R∞ → S∞ be a strict map of pro
rings, and suppose that J∞ is an ideal of R∞ such that each map Rr → Sr carries Jr
isomorphically to an ideal of Sr. Then, for each r ≥ 1, the square of Rr-modules

Rr

��

// Sr

��
Rr/Jr // Sr/Jr

is bicartesian, i.e., both cartesian and cocartesian. In other words, the sequence

0→ Rr → Rr/Jr ⊕ Sr → Sr/Jr → 0

is a short exact sequence of Rr-modules, to which we can apply derived functors to
get long exact sequences. In particular, applying TorRr

∗ (−, Rr/Jr) yields a long exact
sequence

· · · → TorRr
n (Rr, Rr/Jr)→ TorRr

n (Rr/Jr, Rr/Jr)⊕TorRr
n (Sr, Rr/Jr)→ TorRr

n (Sr/Jr, Rr/Jr)→ · · ·

But the left-most group vanishes for n > 0, giving

TorRr
n (Rr/Jr, Rr/Jr)⊕ TorRr

n (Sr, Rr/Jr)
'−→ TorRr

n (Sr/Jr, Rr/Jr) (†)

for n > 0 (the reader will easily provide the small detail needed when n = 1).

Now we finish the proof of Proposition 1.8:

11
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Proof of Proposition 1.8. Let R∞ → S∞ be a strict map of pro rings, and suppose
that J∞ is an ideal of R∞ such that each map Rr → Sr carries Jr isomorphically to an
ideal of Sr. We must prove the equivalence of the conditions given in the statement of
Proposition 1.8.

(i)⇒(ii): Assume that {TorRr
n (Rr/Jr, Rr/Jr)}r = 0 for n > 0. When we take the

limit over r in (†), the left pro abelian group vanishes by assumption, while the right
pro abelian group vanishes by Lemma 1.11; therefore {TorRr

n (Sr, Rr/Jr)}r = 0 for
n > 0.

By Remark 1.10 we have spectral sequences

E2
pq(r) = TorSr

p (Sr/Jr,TorRr
q (Sr, Rr/Jr)) =⇒ TorRr

p+q(Sr/Jr, Rr/Jr).

We have just proved that the internal Tor groups on the E2 page vanish when r →
∞, and Lemma 1.11 implies again that the abutment vanishes in degrees > 0 when
r → ∞. Thus the limit of the spectral sequences collapses to the statement that
{TorSr

n (Sr/Jr, Sr/Jr)}r = 0 for n > 0, as desired.
(ii)⇒(i): Now assume instead that {TorSr

n (Sr/Jr, Sr/Jr)}r = 0 for all n > 0. If
N∞ is a left S∞/J∞-module then Lemma 1.11 implies that {TorSr

n (Sr/Jr, Nr)}r = 0
for n > 0; then the long exact Tor sequence for 0 → Jr → Sr → Sr/Jr → 0 implies
that {TorSr

n (Jr, Nr)}r = 0 for all n ≥ 0.
Next, taking the limit of another change of rings spectral sequences gives

E2
pq(∞) = {TorSr

p (Jr,TorRr
q (Sr, Rr/Jr))}r =⇒ {TorRr

p+q(Jr, Rr/Jr)}r.

But from (†) we see that Nr := TorRr
q (Sr, Rr/Jr) is, as a left Sr-module, actually a

Sr/Jr-module for q > 0; so N∞ := {TorRr
q (Sr, Rr/Jr)}r is a left S∞/J∞-module and

therefore we have just shown that E2
pq(∞) = 0 for p ≥ 0. Thus the spectral sequence

degenerates to edge map isomorphisms

{TorRr
n (Jr, Rr/Jr)}r

'−→ {TorSr
n (Jr, Sr/Jr)}r

for n ≥ 0. But the right pro Tor group vanishes for all n ≥ 0, by applying the previous
paragraph to the left S∞/J∞-module N∞ = S∞/J∞.

Finally, apply TorRr
∗ (−, Rr/Jr) to the short exact sequence 0 → Jr → Rr →

Rr/Jr → 0 and let r → ∞ to get {TorRr
n (Rr/Jr, Rr/Jr)}r = 0 for n > 0, completing

the proof.
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.8, hence also of Theorem 1.2.

We finish this section by noting the following useful corollary of our calculations,
which will be needed several times later in the paper:

Corollary 1.12. Let I be a pro Tor-unital ideal of a ring A, and let M (resp., N) be
a right (resp., left) A-module. Then the pro abelian groups

{TorAn (M/MIr, A/Ir)}r and {TorAn (A/Ir, N/IrN)}r

vanish for all n > 0.

12
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Proof. By assumption and Theorem 1.2, {TorAn (A/Ir, A/Ir)}r = 0 for n > 0; so the
corollary follows by applying the “In particular” claim of Lemma 1.11 to R∞ = A,
J∞ = {Ir}r, and M∞ = {M/MIr}r (resp., N∞ = {N/IrN}r).

2 The case of commutative, Noetherian rings

In this section we apply Theorem 1.2 to ideals of commutative, Noetherian rings in
order to prove that such ideals satisfy pro excision in algebraic K-theory. We first
recall a result of André:

Lemma 2.1 (André’s Artin–Rees property [2, Lem. X.11]). Suppose that I is an ideal
of a commutative, Noetherian ring A. Then:

(i) If M is a finitely generated A-module, then {TorAn (M,A/Ir)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

(ii) {TorAn (A/Ir, A/Ir)}r = 0 for all n > 0.

Proof. (i): Let P• → M be a resolution of M by finitely generated, projective A-
modules. Then, for any n, r ≥ 1, one applies the classical Artin–Rees lemma to the
A-modules d(Pn) ⊆ Pn−1 to deduce that there exists s ≥ r such that IsPn−1∩d(Pn) ⊆
d(IrPn). Taking the preimage under the differential d, one obtains d−1(IsPn−1) ⊆
IrPn + d(Pn+1), i.e., the map TorAn (M,A/Is)→ TorAn (M,A/Ir) is zero, as required.

(ii): Applying (i) to the A-module M = A/Ir we find s ≥ r such that the map
TorAn (A/Ir, A/Is) → TorAn (A/Ir, A/Ir) is zero. So the map TorAn (A/Is, A/Is) →
TorAn (A/Ir, A/Ir) is certainly zero, as required.

Remark 2.2. Lemma 2.1 and its proof are also valid for ideals of non-commutative,
Noetherian rings which satisfy the Artin–Rees property. See [24, Chap. 4, §2] for
precise definitions and examples.

We may now prove Theorem 0.3 and Corollary 0.4 from the Introduction:

Theorem 2.3. Let I be an ideal of a commutative, Noetherian ring. Then I is pro
Tor-unital.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.1(ii) and the equivalences of Theorem 0.2.

Corollary 2.4. Ideals of commutative, Noetherian rings satisfy pro excision in alge-
braic K-theory. In particular, if A→ B is a homomorphism of commutative, Noethe-
rian rings, and I is an ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of B, then the
map of pro abelian groups

{Kn(A, Ir)}r −→ {Kn(B, Ir)}r

is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z.

13
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Proof. Let I be an ideal of a commutative Noetherian ring. According to Theorem
2.3, I is pro Tor-unital. Moreover, according to Geisser–Hesselholt’s pro version of
the Suslin–Wodzicki criterion [14, Thm. 3.1] (see [13, Thm. 1.1] for the proof), this is
sufficient to imply that I satisfy pro excision in algebraic K-theory.

We finish this section on pro excision for commutative, Noetherian rings by giving
various examples of situations in which Corollary 2.4 in can be used, and an inter-
pretation in terms of formal schemes. Although we focus on K-theory, we stress that
these examples apply verbatim to Hochschild and cyclic homology, their topological
counterparts, and André–Quillen homology, since we will establish the analogue of
Corollary 2.4 for these homology theories in Theorems 3.7, 3.8, and 4.14 respectively.

Example 2.5 (Conductor ideals). Let A be a commutative, Noetherian ring which is
reduced; let I be any ideal of the normalisation Ã which is contained inside A, such
as the conductor ideal AnnA(Ã/A). Then Corollary 2.4 implies that

{Kn(A, Ir)}r ∼= {Kn(Ã, Ir)}r

for all n ∈ Z. This has been previously proved by much longer arguments in the
following two special cases: A is finitely generated over a characteristic zero field and
Ã is assumed to be smooth, by Krishna [22, Thm. 1.1]; A is one-dimensional, by the
author [26].

Example 2.6 (Pro Mayer–Vietoris for closed covers). Let A be a commutative,
Noetherian ring, and I, J ⊆ A ideals such that I ∩ J = 0. For any e ≥ 1 we may
apply Corollary 2.4 to the ring homomorphism A→ A/Ie and ideal J ⊆ A to deduce
that the canonical map {Kn(A, Jr)}r → {Kn(A/Ie, (Ie +Jr)/Ie)}r is an isomorphism
for all n ∈ Z. Taking the “diagonal over e, r” it easily follows that the canonical map
{Kn(A, Jr)}r → {Kn(A/Ir, (Ir +Jr)/Ir)}r is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z; moreover,
we may replace Ir + Jr by (I + J)r since these two chains of ideals are intertwined.
More symmetrically, we have proved that the square of pro spectra

K(A) //

��

{K(A/Jr)}r

��
{K(A/Ir)}r // {K(A/(I + J)r)}r

is homotopy cartesian.

Example 2.7. Let A be a commutative, Noetherian ring, and I, J ⊆ A ideals. For
any e ≥ 1 we may apply Example 2.6 to the ring A/(Ie ∩ Je) and ideals Ie/(Ie ∩ Je),
Je/(Ie ∩ Je) to deduce that the canonical map{
Kn

(
A

Ie ∩ Je
,
Jer + (Ie ∩ Je)

Ie ∩ Je

)}
r

→
{
Kn

(
A

Ier + (Ie ∩ Je)
,
Ier + Jer + (Ie ∩ Je)

Ier + (Ie ∩ Je)

)}
r

is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z. Taking the diagonal over e, r, it follows that

{Kn(A/(Ir ∩ Jr), Jr/(Ir ∩ Jr)}r
'→ {Kn(A/Ir, (Ir + Jr)/Ir)}r.

14
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Using intertwinedness of the chains of ideals Ir ∩ Jr and IrJr, and of Ir + Jr and
(I + J)r, we may rewrite this as

{Kn(A/IrJr, Jr/IrJr)}r
'→ {Kn(A/Ir, (I + J)r/Ir)}r.

In other words, the square of pro spectra

{K(A/IrJr)}r

��

// {K(A/Jr)}r

��
{K(A/Ir)}r // {K(A/(I + J)r)}r

is homotopy cartesian.

Example 2.7 may be interpreted as a statement concerning the K-theory of formal
schemes. If X is a formal scheme, recall that an ideal of definition for X is an ideal
sheaf J ⊆ OX such that (X,OX/J ) is a Noetherian scheme, which we will denote by
X/J ; any power of an ideal of definition is again an ideal of definition, and any ideal
of definition contains a power of any other ideal of definition [18, Prop. 9.5]. So, fixing
any ideal of definition J , the spectrum

K(X) := holim
r

K(X/J r)

depends only on X and not on the choice of J ; we denote the homotopy groups of
K(X) by Kn(X) and call them them the K-groups of the formal scheme X. (We could
alternatively consider the pro spectrum {K(X/J r)}r, but we have opted to take the
homotopy limit.)

Corollary 2.4 proves that this K-theory of formal schemes has the Mayer–Vietoris
property with respect to closed covers:

Theorem 2.8. Let X be a Noetherian formal scheme, and Y,Z ↪→ X closed formal
subschemes of X such that X = Y ∪ Z (set-theoretically). Then the square of spectra

K(X) //

��

K(Z)

��
K(Y) // K(Y ∩ Z)

is homotopy cartesian.

Proof. Since K-theory satisfies Zariski descent, it is easy to see that the K-theory of
formal schemes has the Mayer–Vietoris property with respect to an open cover. This
reduces the assertion of the theorem to the affine case, where it follows by taking
homotopy limits in the main conclusion of Example 2.7.
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3 Pro excision and continuity in cyclic homology

This section has four distinct goals:

§3.1. We prove that pro Tor-unital ideals satisfy pro excision in derived Hochschild
and cyclic homology, and in topological Hochschild and cyclic homology.

§3.2. We prove the converse statement, namely that pro excision forces ideals to be
pro Tor-unital.

§3.3. We extend the Cuntz–Quillen theorem on excision in periodic cyclic homology
from base fields of characteristic zero to arbitrary commutative Q-algebras.

§3.4. We restrict to commutative algebras, presenting Artin–Rees and continuity prop-
erties of Hochschild homology, including strong forms of the Fĕıgin–Tsygan and
pro Hochschild–Kostant–Rosenberg theorems.

We begin by explaining the derived Hochschild and cyclic homology which will
concern us. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic language and tools
of homotopical algebra due to Quillen [30]; we will occasionally implicitly identify
simplicial objects with chain complexes via the Dold–Kan correspondence, but this
should not cause any confusion.

Let k be a commutative ring and A a k-algebra. Given an A-bimodule M , we
let Hnaive,k

∗ (A,M) denote the “usual” Hochschild homology of A as a k-algebra with
coefficients in M ; it is the homotopy of the Hochschild simplicial k-module Ck• (A,M).

In particular, HHnaive,k
∗ (A) := Hnaive,k

∗ (A,A) denotes the usual Hochschild homology
of A as a k-algebra. However, we will work throughout with the derived version
of Hochschild homology, for which we use the notation Hk

∗ (A,M). That is, letting
P• → A be a simplicial resolution of A by free k-algebras, Hk

∗ (A,M) is defined to be
the homotopy (of the diagonal) of the bisimplicial k-module Ck• (P•,M) given by

p, q 7→ Ckq (Pp,M) = M ⊗k P⊗kq
p .

In the special case A = M we write Ck• (A) := Ck• (A,A) and HHk
∗ (A) := Hk

∗ (A,A).

Remark 3.1 (Shukla homology). Derived Hochschild homology is also called Shukla
homology after [33]. Indeed, the Shukla homology Shukk∗(A,M) of a k-algebra A with
coefficients in an A-bimodule M is usually defined as the homology of the totalisation
of the simplicial complex given by q 7→ M ⊗k D⊗kq

• , where D• → A is a projective,
differential graded k-algebra resolution of A and ⊗k denotes a graded tensor product;
letting D• = CP• be the unnormalised complex (equipped with the shuffle product as
usual) of a simplicial resolution P• → A, and appealing to the Eilenberg–Zilber weak
equivalence M ⊗k (CP•)

⊗kq 'M ⊗k P⊗kq
• , reveals that Shukk∗(A,M) ∼= Hk

∗ (A,M).

Remark 3.2. A standard argument with bar complexes, as in [23, Prop. 1.1.13],
shows that Hk

∗ (A,M) is given by the homotopy of the bisimplicial k-module p 7→
M ⊗IL

Pp⊗kP
op
p
A. More concisely, this means that Hk

∗ (A,M) is given by the homotopy

of the simplicial k-module
M ⊗IL

A⊗IL
kA

op A,
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where we use derived tensor products over simplicial rings [30, §II.6].

Next we discuss cyclic homology. Firstly, HCnaive,k
∗ (A) denotes the usual cyclic

homology of the k-algebra A; i.e., the homology of CCk• (A), which denotes the totali-
sation of Tsygan’s bicomplex CCk••(A). Just as for Hochschild homology we prefer to
denote by HCk∗ (A) the derived version, defined as the homology of the totalisation of
the bicomplex CCk• (P•), where P• → A is as in the previous paragraph. The usual SBI
sequence remains valid in the derived setting:

· · · −→ HHk
n(A)

I−→ HCkn(A)
S−→ HCkn−2(A)

B−→ · · ·

The following standard lemma implies in particular that derived Hochschild and
cyclic homology coincide with the usual theories when the base ring k is a field:

Lemma 3.3. Let k be a commutative ring, A a k-algebra, and M an A-bimodule. If
A is flat over k, then the canonical maps

Hk
n(A,M) −→ Hnaive,k

n (A,M) and HCkn(A) −→ HCnaive,k
n (A)

are isomorphisms for all n ≥ 0.

Proof. If A is flat over k then the map M ⊗k P⊗kq
• →M ⊗kA⊗kq is a weak equivalence

for all q ≥ 0, and so the diagonal of the bisimplicial k-module Ck• (P•,M) is weakly
equivalent to Ck• (A,M).

More generally, the argument of Lemma 3.3 shows that Hk
∗ (A,M) and HCk∗ (A) may

be calculated using any degree-wise-flat simplicial resolution P• → A. In particular, if
A is a commutative k-algebra, then P• may be taken to be a simplicial resolution of
A by flat commutative k-algebras.

Given a k-algebra A and ideal I ⊆ A, we may choose free simplicial k-algebra
resolutions P• → A and Q• → A/I so that there is a compatible map P• → Q•.
Then the relative (derived) Hochschild homology groups HHk

∗ (A, I) are defined to be
the homotopy groups of the homotopy fibre of Ck• (P•)→ Ck• (Q•) (or, equivalently, of
Ck• (P•, A)→ Ck• (Q•, A/I)); by definition they fit into a long exact sequence

· · · −→ HHk
n(A, I) −→ HHk

n(A) −→ HHk
n(A/I) −→ · · ·

Analogous comments apply to (derived) cyclic homology.
Our primary tool in this section will be a restriction spectral sequence for Hochschild

homology. In topological Hochschild homology, and hence essentially also in derived
Hochschild homology, it is due to M. Brun [5, Thm. 6.2.10–Rmk. 6.2.12]. We present
here a purely algebraic proof:

Proposition 3.4. Let k be a commutative ring, A → B a homomorphism of k-
algebras, and M a B-bimodule. Then there is a first quadrant spectral sequence of
k-modules

E2
pq = Hk

p (B,TorAq (B,M)) =⇒ Hk
p+q(A,M).
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Proof. We must show that the canonical map of simplicial k-modules

M ⊗IL

A⊗IL
kA

op A −→ (B ⊗IL
AM)⊗IL

B⊗IL
kB

op B

is a weak equivalence. Indeed, it follows from the description of Hochschild homology
given in Remark 3.2 that the homotopy of the right side is described by the desired
spectral sequence, and that the homotopy of the left side is the desired abutment.

To describe the desired weak equivalence more explicitly, let P• → A be a simplicial
resolution of A by free k-algebras, let Q• → B be a simplicial resolution of B by a free
simplicial P•-algebra (hence Q• is also a free simplicial k-algebra), and let M• → M
be a resolution of M by a free simplicial Q• ⊗k Qop

• -module (hence M• is also a free
simplicial P• ⊗k P op

• -module). We must show that the canonical map

M• ⊗P•⊗kP
op
•
P• −→ (Q• ⊗P• M•)⊗Q•⊗kQ

op
•
Q•

is a weak equivalence. But in fact more is true: in each degree p ≥ 0 the canonical
map

Mp ⊗Pp⊗kP
op
p
Pp −→ (Qp ⊗Pp Mp)⊗Qp⊗kQ

op
p
Qp, m⊗ a 7→ (1⊗m)⊗ a

is an isomorphism of k-modules. Indeed, the inverse is easily seen to be given by
(b⊗m)⊗ b′ 7→ mb′b⊗ 1.

3.1 Pro excision in HH, HC, THH, and TC

We now prove that pro Tor-unital ideals satisfy pro excision in derived Hochschild and
cyclic homology, and in their topological counterparts. We begin with two corollaries
of Proposition 3.4:

Corollary 3.5. Let k be a commutative ring, A a k-algebra, and I a pro Tor-unital
ideal of A. Then the canonical map

{Hk
n(A,A/Ir)}r −→ {HHk

n(A/Ir)}r

is an isomorphism of pro k-modules for all n ≥ 0.

Proof. Applying Proposition 3.4 to the homomorphism A→ A/Ir and bimodule A/Ir,
and letting r →∞, we obtain a spectral sequence of pro k-modules

E2
pq(∞) = {Hk

p (A/Ir,TorAq (A/Ir, A/Ir))}r =⇒ {Hk
p+q(A,A/I

r)}r.

Since I is pro Tor-unital, Theorem 1.2 implies that {TorAq (A/Ir, A/Ir)}r = 0 for
q > 0, so the spectral sequence collapses to the desired edge map isomorphisms
{Hk

n(A,A/Ir)}r
'→ {HHk

n(A/Ir)}r.

We remark that Hk
n(A, I), which appears in the following corollary and theorem,

denotes the Hochschild homology of A with coefficients in the A-bimodule I; this
should not be confused with the relative Hochschild homology HHk

n(A, I).
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Corollary 3.6. Let k be a commutative ring, A→ B a homomorphism of k-algebras,
and I a pro Tor-unital ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of B. Then the
canonical map

{Hk
n(A, Ir)}r −→ {Hk

n(B, Ir)}r
is an isomorphism of pro k-modules for all n ≥ 0.

Proof. Applying Proposition 3.4 to the homomorphism A→ B and bimodule Ir, and
letting r →∞, we obtain a spectral sequence of pro k-modules

E2
pq(∞) = {Hk

p (B,TorAq (B, Ir))}r =⇒ {Hk
p+q(A, I

r)}r

This will collapse to the desired edge map isomorphisms if we can prove that

{TorAq (B, Ir)}r =

{
{Ir}r q = 0

0 q > 0.
(†)

Using the long exact TorA(B,−) sequence for 0 → Ir → A → A/Ir → 0, it is
easy to see that (†) is equivalent to the condition that {TorAq (B,A/Ir)}r = 0 for

all q > 0. But using the long exact TorA(−, A/Ir) sequence for the exact sequence
0 → A → B ⊕ A/Ir → B/Ir → 0 (similarly to the proof of Proposition 1.8), it is
therefore enough to show that {TorAq (B/Ir, A/Ir)}r = 0 for all q > 0; this is true by
Corollary 1.12.

We can now prove pro excision for pro Tor-unital ideals in Hochschild and cyclic
homology:

Theorem 3.7 (Pro excision for derived HH and HC). Let k be a commutative ring,
A → B a homomorphism of k-algebras, and I a pro Tor-unital ideal of A mapped
isomorphically to an ideal of B. Then the canonical maps

{HHk
n(A, Ir)}r −→ {HHk

n(B, Ir)}r and {HCkn(A, Ir)}r −→ {HCkn(B, Ir)}r

are isomorphisms of pro k-modules for all n ≥ 0.

Proof. In the definition of relative Hochschild homology immediately before Propo-
sition 3.4, it is clear that the map Ck• (P•, A) → Ck• (Q•, A/I) factors through the
canonical map Ck• (P•, A) → Ck• (P•, A/I), whose homotopy fibre is Ck• (P•, I). We
therefore obtain a commutative diagram of k-modules

· · · // Hk
n(A, I) //

(2)
��

HHk
n(A) // Hk

n(A,A/I)

(1)
��

// · · ·

· · · // HHk
n(A, I) // HHk

n(A) // HHk
n(A/I) // · · ·

After replacing I by Ir and taking the limit over r, arrow (1) becomes an isomorphism
of pro k-modules for all n ≥ 0 by Corollary 3.5. Hence arrow (2) also becomes an
isomorphism of pro k-modules, i.e.,

{Hk
n(A, Ir)}r

'→ {HHk
n(A, Ir)}r.
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This isomorphism is also true for B in place of A, so to complete the proof for
Hochschild homology we must show that {Hk

n(A, Ir)}r ∼= {Hk
n(B, Ir)}r; but this is

exactly Corollary 3.6.
The claim for HC then follows in the usual way by repeatedly applying the five

lemma to the limit over r of the SBI sequences for the relative groups:

· · · // HHk
n(A, Ir) //

��

HCkn(A, Ir) //

��

HCkn−2(A, Ir) //

��

· · ·

· · · // HHk
n(B, Ir) // HCkn(B, Ir) // HCkn−2(B, Ir) // · · ·

The previous proof may be repeated for topological Hochschild and cyclic homology,
as constructed in, e.g., [11]; since this is the only occurrence in the paper of these
theories, we will assume that the interested reader is familiar with them and not provide
further background. This result was proved originally by Geisser and Hesselholt, at
least with Z/pZ coefficients, via a lengthy argument in [13, §2]:

Theorem 3.8 (Pro excision for THH and TC). Let A → B be a homomorphism of
rings, and I a pro Tor-unital ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of B. Then
the canonical maps

{THHn(A, Ir)}r −→ {THHn(B, Ir)}r and {TCmn (A, Ir; p)}r −→ {TCmn (B, Ir; p)}r

of pro abelian groups are isomorphisms for all n ≥ 0, m ≥ 1, and primes p ≥ 2.

Proof. As explained before the proof of Proposition 3.4, the analogous spectral se-
quence for topological Hochschild homology has already been established by Brun in
[5, Thm. 6.2.10]: given a homomorphism of rings A→ B and a B-bimodule M , there
is a first quadrant spectral sequence of abelian groups

E2
pq = THHp(B,TorAq (B,M)) =⇒ THHp+q(A,M).

The proofs of Corollary 3.5, Corollary 3.6, and Theorem 3.7 then carry over verbatim
to THH.

(Warning about bad notation: Unfortunately, in the THH literature the notation
THH(A, I) is ambiguous; it could denote either THH for A with coefficients in the
bimodule M = I, as in the spectral sequence, or relative THH for the map A →
A/I, as in the statement of the theorem. In this notation, a key step in the proof

is the isomorphism {THHn(A, Ir)}r
'→ {THHn(A, Ir)}r, where the left side concerns

coefficients in the bimodule I and the right side is a relative group! The reader who
wants to write a clear proof will need to invent new notation, such as TH(A, I) for
topological Hochschild homology of A with coefficients in the bimodule I.)

The claim for TCm then follows by the standard inductive argument of passing
through TRm and the homotopy orbit spectra; it is explained between Thms. 2.1 and
2.2 of [13].
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Remark 3.9 (Excision for Tor-unital rings). Let k be a commutative ring, A→ B a
homomorphism of k-algebras, and I a Tor-unital ideal of A mapping isomorphically to
an ideal of B. Here by Tor-unital we mean that the following equivalent (by Remark
3.9) conditions are satisfied: TorAn (A/I,A/I) = 0 for n > 0; TorBn (B/I,B/I) = 0 for
n > 0; TorknIn (k, k) = 0 for n > 0; or TorZnIn (Z,Z) = 0 for n > 0. Then Ir = I for all
r ≥ 1, and so Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 show that I satisfies excision in derived Hochschild
and cyclic homology, and their topological counterparts.

Remark 3.10 (General pro algebras). Theorems 3.7 and 3.8, and their proofs, re-
main true more generally for pro ideals and pro algebras. More precisely, let k be
a commutative ring, A∞ → B∞ a strict map of pro k-algebras, and I∞ an ideal of
A∞ such that each homomorphism Ar → Br carries Ir isomorphically to an ideal
of Br; such a situation was studied in Proposition 1.8. Assuming that I∞ is pro
Tor-unital in the sense that {TorZnIrn (Z,Z)}r = 0 for all n > 0, it follows that

{HHk
n(Ar, Ir)}r

'→ {HHk
n(Br, Ir)}r, and similarly for HCk, THH, and TCm.

3.2 Converse statements: excision implies Tor-unitality

If k is a commutative ring and I is a non-unital k-algebra, then Wodzicki [39, Thm. 3.1]
proved that I satisfies excision in usual Hochschild homology if and only if I is H-unital,
i.e., Bk

• (I)⊗k V is acyclic for every k-module V (where Bk
• (I) is the bar complex from

Example 1.7). In Section 3.1 we showed that (pro) Tor-unitality is sufficient for (pro)
excision in derived Hochschild and cyclic homology, and in this section we mimic
Wodzicki’s result by proving that it is moreover necessary.

We begin in the non-pro setting, establishing the converse to Remark 3.9:

Theorem 3.11. Let k be a commutative ring and I a non-unital k-algebra. As-
sume that I satisfies excision in derived Hochschild homology over k, i.e., whenever
A→ B is a homomorphism of k-algebras which compatibly contain I as an ideal then
HHk

n(A, I)
'→ HHk

n(B, I) for all n ≥ 0. Then I is Tor-unital.

Proof. We assume initially that I is flat over k and recall some arguments of Wodzicki
(see also Loday’s explanation [23, Thm. 1.4.10]). Flatness of I implies that HHk

∗ (knI)
is given by the homology of the normalised Hochschild complex [23, §1.1.14]:

C
k
•(kn I) := (kn I)⊗k I⊗k• = 0← kn I b← (kn I)⊗k I

b← (kn I)⊗k I⊗k I
b← · · ·

For any non-unital, flat k-algebra I ′ containing I as a two-sided ideal and such that

I ′/I is flat as a k-module, we write K•(I
′) := Ker

(
C
k
•(kn I ′)→ C

k
•(kn I ′/I)

)
, whose

homology is the relative Hochschild homology HHk
∗ (k n I ′, I).

In particular, if J is another non-unital, flat k-algebra, then we may take I ′ := I⊕J
and form the following commutative diagram of short exact sequences of complexes of
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k-modules:

0 // K•(I ⊕ J) // C
k
•(k n (I ⊕ J)) // C

k
•(k n J) // 0

0 // K•(I) //

OO

C
k
•(k n I) //

OO

C
k
•(k) //

OO

0

The vertical arrows are naturally split. Moreover, it is not hard to see that K•(I ⊕ J)
admits a natural direct sum decomposition into a number of subcomplexes, which
include a copy of K•(I) and a copy of a shift of Bk

• (I) ⊗k J , where Bk
• (I) is the bar

complex from Example 1.6. In particular, fixing a free, rank-one k-module V with zero
multiplication map, there is a natural decomposition

K•(I ⊕ V ) = K•(I)⊕Bk
•−1(I)⊕K ′•(I),

where K ′•(I) is a certain complex of k-modules whose precise structure is unimportant.
We now no longer suppose that I is flat over k. Let P• → k n I be a simplicial

resolution of k n I by free k-algebras; the composition P• → k n I → k shows that
k → P• is canonically split, and so we may write P• = knI• in such a way that I• → I
is a simplicial resolution of I by non-unital, flat k-algebras. Moreover, kn (I•⊕ V )→
k n (I ⊕ V ) is a simplicial resolution of k n (I ⊕ V ) by flat k-algebras.

According to the argument above in the flat case, there is a natural decomposition
of bicomplexes of k-modules

K•(I• ⊕ V ) = K•(I•)⊕Bk
•−1(I•)⊕K ′•(I•).

Note that TotK•(I•⊕V ) calculates HHk
∗ (kn(I⊕V ), I) and that TotK•(I•) calculates

HHk
∗ (k n I, I). Our assumption that I satisfies excision implies that the canonical

inclusion HHk
n(k n I, I) → HHk

n(k n (I ⊕ V ), I) is an isomorphism for all n ≥ 0, and
so we conclude that TotBk

• (I•) (and TotK ′•(I•)) must be acyclic. But TotBk
• (I•)

calculates TorknI∗ (k, I) = TorknI∗+1(k, k), which completes the proof.

The previous proof extends without difficulty to the case of pro algebras, thereby
establishing the converse of our general pro-excision statement given in Remark 3.10:

Theorem 3.12. Let k be a commutative ring and I∞ a pro non-unital k-algebra.
Assume that I∞ satisfies excision in derived Hochschild homology over k, i.e., whenever
A∞ → B∞ is a strict map of pro k-algebras which compatibly contain I∞ as an ideal
(as in Rmk. 3.10) then {HHk

n(Ar, Ir)}r
'→ {HHk

n(Br, Ir)}r for all n ≥ 0. Then I∞ is
pro Tor-unital.

Proof. We use the notation and arguments of the proof of Theorem 3.11. We will
prove the theorem by considering the morphism of pro k-algebras

A∞ = {k n Ir}r −→ {k n (Ir ⊕ V )}r = B∞.

Let P
(r)
• → k n Ir be a simplicial resolution of k n Ir by free k-algebras, cho-

sen sufficiently functorially so that there is a resulting morphism of pro simplicial
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k-algebras {P (r)
• }r → {k n Ir}r. We may write P

(r)
• = k n I

(r)
• , where I

(r)
• → Ir is

a simplicial resolution of Ir by non-unital, flat k-algebras. Then the exact same ar-

gument as Theorem 3.11 shows that {Hn(TotBk
• (I

(r)
• ))}r vanishes for all n ≥ 0; but

Hn(Bk
• (I

(r)
• )) = TorknIrn+1 (k, k) for all r ≥ 1, so this completes the proof.

Remark 3.13. Our main interest in this paper is not arbitrary pro algebras, but
rather powers of a constant ideal in a constant algebra. From this point of view it is
natural to ask the following question:

Let k be a commutative ring and I a non-unital k-algebra. Assume
that {Ir}r satisfies excision in derived Hochschild homology over k only
for constant algebras, i.e., whenever A → B is a homomorphism of k-
algebras which compatibly contain I as an ideal, then {HHk(A, Ir)}r

'→
{HHk(B, Ir)}r for all n ≥ 0. Is I pro Tor-unital?

We do not know the answer to this question.

3.3 Cuntz–Quillen theorem over general base rings

The celebrated Cuntz–Quillen theorem [10] states that periodic cyclic homology over
a field k of characteristic zero satisfies excision. In this section we extend their result
to arbitrary commutative base rings containing Q.

We begin by discussing the derived version of periodic cyclic homology. Given
a commutative ring k and a k-algebra A, let HP naive,k

∗ (A) denote the usual periodic
cyclic homology of A as a k-algebra, defined as the homology of holimsCC

k
•+2s(A),

where the homotopy limit is taken over repeated applications of the periodicity map
S : CCk•+2(A) → CCk• (A). As for Hochschild and cyclic homology, we denote by
HP k∗ (A) the derived version, defined by replacing CCk• (A) by CCk• (P•), where P• →
A is a simplicial resolution of A by free k-algebras; to be precise, since the order
of totalisations and homotopy limits may cause confusion, HP k∗ (A) is defined to be
the homology of the unbounded complex holims TotCC•+2s(P•). The canonical maps

HP k∗ (A)→ HP naive,k
∗ (A) are isomorphisms if A is flat over k.

Although we do not need it to prove Theorem 3.15, we mention now that derived
periodic cyclic homology continues to satisfy Goodwillie’s nil-invariance property [15,
Thm. II.5.1]:

Lemma 3.14. Let k be a commutative Q-algebra, A a k-algebra, and I a nilpotent
ideal of A. Then the canonical map HP kn (A) → HP kn (A/I) is an isomorphism for all
n ∈ Z.

Proof. This may be proved by reduction to the flat case, where it follows from Good-
willie’s original result; see [11, Corol. 6.5.2.5] for more details.

The following is the main theorem of this section:
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Theorem 3.15 (Excision in derived periodic cyclic homology). Let k be a commutative
Q-algebra. Then derived period cyclic homology over k satisfies excision; i.e., if A→ B
is a homomorphism of k-algebras, and I is an ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an
ideal of B, then the canonical map

HP kn (A, I) −→ HP kn (B, I)

is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z.

Proof. We first sketch the main ideas of the proof. Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.14 easily
imply that derived periodic cyclic homology over k satisfies excision whenever I is a
pro Tor-unital ideal. The key additional step is therefore to show that pro Tor-unital
ideals are sufficiently abundant to deduce excision in general; this is the content of
Proposition 3.17(ii) below, in which it is shown that certain ideals of free k-algebras
are automatically pro Tor-unital. Unfortunately, the “standard argument” to reduce
excision to the free case does not work in our situation (see Remark 3.18 for a more
precise statement), thereby complicating the technical details of the proof.

We begin by introducing some relative and birelative notation in cyclic homology;
for clarity we will omit the base ring k from all notation. Given an ideal J of a k-algebra
R, let CC•(R, J) := Ker(CC•(R) → CC•(R/J)) denote the complex defining relative
cyclic homology HCnaive

∗ (R, J). If R → S is a homomorphism of k-algebras mapping
J isomorphically to an ideal of S, then CC•(R,S, J) := hofib(CC•(R, J)→ CC•(S, J))
denotes the complex defining the birelative cyclic homology groups HCnaive

∗ (R,S, J).
Thus the two columns and row of the diagram

CC•(R,S, J) // CC•(R, J) //

��

CC•(S, J)

��
CC•(R) //

��

CC•(S)

��
CC•(R/J) // CC•(S/J)

are fibre sequences. Note also that all these complexes may be successively shifted
leftwards by 2s, for s ≥ 1, and the limit over the periodicity maps taken to obtain a
similar diagram concerning periodic cyclic homology.

We now properly begin the proof; we suppose that I is an ideal of a k-algebra
A and will show that HPn(k n I, I)

'→ HPn(A, I) for all n ∈ Z, which is sufficient.
Let P• → A and Q• → A/I be simplicial resolutions by free k-algebras which are
compatible in that they fit into a commutative diagram

P• //

��

Q•

��
A // A/I

where P• → Q• is degree-wise surjective (for example, first pick any free resolution
Q• → A/I and then let P• be a free resolution of the pull-back A ×A/I Q•); write
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I• := Ker(P• → Q•). For each fixed p ≥ 0, our remarks on relative and birelative
cyclic homology may be applied to the homomorphism k n Ip → Pp and ideal Ip to
yield the diagram

CC•(k n Ip, Pp, Ip) // CC•(k n Ip, Ip) //

��

CC•(Pp, Ip)

��
CC•(k n Ip) //

��

CC•(Pp)

��
CC•(k) // CC•(Qp)

We make the following claim concerning the homology of the top left of this diagram:

For any p,M ≥ 0, there exists N > 0 such that the iterated periodicity map
SN : HCnaive

n+2N (knIp, Pp, Ip)→ HCnaive
n (knIp, Pp, Ip) is zero for 0 ≤ n ≤M .

Before proving the claim we explain why it is sufficient to complete the proof. Let
CC•(kn I•, P•, I•) denote the simplicial complex p, q 7→ CCq(kn Ip, Pp, Ip); since only
finitely many values of p affect the homology of TotCC•(k n I•, P•, I•) in any fixed
degree, the claim shows that for each n ≥ 0 there exists N > 0 such that

SN : TotCC•+2N (k n I•, P•, I•)→ TotCC•(k n I•, P•, I•)

induces zero on degree n homology; hence holims TotCC•+2s(knI•, P•, I•) ' 0. Total-
ising the complexes of the previous diagram and taking the limit over the periodicity
maps, it follows that the square

holims TotCC•+2s(k n I•) //

��

holims TotCC•+2s(P•)

��
holims TotCC•+2s(k) // holims TotCC•+2s(Q•)

is homotopy cartesian. But P• → A and Q• → A/I are resolutions by free k-algebras,
and kn I• → kn I is a resolution by flat k-algebras (by construction I• ' I, and each
Ip is a flat k-module since the same is true of Pp and Qp = Pp/Ip); the fact that this
diagram is homotopy cartesian is exactly the desired excision statement, completing
the proof.

It remains to prove the claim; so fix p,M ≥ 0. It is convenient to consider the
following diagram for any r ≥ 1, in which all rows and columns are fibre sequences:

CC•(k n Ip, Pp, I
r
p) //

(1)
��

CC•(k n Ip, I
r
p) //

��

CC•(Pp, I
r
p)

��
CC•(k n Ip, Pp, Ip) //

(2)
��

CC•(k n Ip, Ip) //

��

CC•(Pp, Ip)

��
CC•(k n Ip/I

r
p , Pp/I

r
p , Ip/I

r
p) // CC•(k n Ip/I

r
p , Ip/I

r
p) // CC•(Pp/I

r
p , Ip/I

r
p)
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Since Ip is an ideal of the free k-algebra Pp such that Pp/Ip = Qp is also a free k-algebra
(hence certainly projective as a k-module), Proposition 3.17(ii) below implies that Ip
is pro Tor-unital. Hence Theorem 3.7 implies that {HCnaive

n (k n Ip, Pp, I
r
p)}r = 0 for

all n ≥ 0 (note that the k-algebras k n Ip, k n Ip/I
r
p , Pp, Pp/Ip, Pp/I

r
p are all flat,

using Proposition 3.17(i) below, so the relevant derived and naive cyclic homologies
coincide). That is, there exists r > 0 such that map (1) induces zero on degree n
homology for 0 ≤ n ≤ M , and so map (2) induces an injection on homology in the
same range.

Next, according to Goodwillie’s proof of the nil-invariance of periodic cyclic ho-
mology [15, Thm. II.5.1], the iterated periodicity maps

S(r−1)(n+1)+1 :HCnaive
n+2(r−1)(n+1)+2(k n Ip/I

r
p , Ip/I

r
p)→ HCnaive

n (k n Ip/I
r
p , Ip/I

r
p)

S(r−1)(n+1)+1 :HCnaive
n+2(r−1)(n+1)+2(Pp/I

r
p , Ip/I

r
p)→ HCnaive

n (Pp/I
r
p , Ip/I

r
p)

are zero for all n ≥ 0. From the bottom row of the previous diagram it therefore
follows that there exists N > 0 such that

SN : HCnaive
n+2N (k n Ip/I

r
p , Pp/I

r
p , Ip/I

r
p) −→ HCnaive

n (k n Ip/I
r
p , Pp/I

r
p , Ip/I

r
p)

is zero for 0 ≤ n ≤M . By injectivity of (2) on homology, we then deduce that

SN : HCnaive
n+2N (k n Ip, Pp, Ip) −→ HCnaive

n (k n Ip, Pp, Ip)

is zero for 0 ≤ n ≤M , proving the claim.

Corollary 3.16. Let k be a commutative Q-algebra, A → B a homomorphism of k-
algebras, and I an ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of B; assume that
A, B, A/I, and B/I are flat k-modules. Then the canonical map HP naive,k

n (A, I) →
HP naive,k

n (B, I) is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z.

Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 3.15, since the flatness assumptions imply
that the relevant derived and naive periodic cyclic homologies coincide.

The following result, implying that “enough” pro Tor-unital ideals exist over an
arbitrary commutative ring, supplies the missing step to the proof of Theorem 3.15:

Proposition 3.17. Let k be a commutative ring, P a free k-algebra, and I an ideal
of P such that P/I is projective as a k-module. Then:

(i) P/Ir is a projective k-module for all r ≥ 1.

(ii) I is pro Tor-unital.

Proof. Since P is a free k-algebra, it is known that Ω1P := Ker(P ⊗k P
mult.−−−→ P ) is

projective as a P -bimodule; see, e.g., the proof of [38, Prop. 9.1.6]. Hence the argument
of [9, Prop. 5.1] proves the following: if M is a left P -module which is projective as
a k-module, then M has projective dimension ≤ 1 over P . Our assumption therefore
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implies that P/I has projective dimension ≤ 1 over P , whence I is projective as a
left P -module and 0 → I → P → P/I → 0 is a resolution of P/I by projective left
P -modules. So

TorPn (P/I, P/I) =

{
I/I2 n = 1

0 n > 1

(i): The case r = 1 is assumed, so we may proceed by induction and assume
that P/Ir is a projective k-module. From the previous paragraph it follows that
P/Ir ⊗P I = I/Ir+1 is projective as a left P/Ir-module, hence also projective as a
k-module by the inductive hypothesis. So the outer terms in the short exact sequence
0→ I/Ir+1 → P/Ir+1 → P/I → 0 are projective k-modules, whence the central term
is also.

(ii): By (i), the first paragraph of the proof applies to Ir in place of I, proving

TorPn (P/Ir, P/Ir) =

{
Ir/I2r n = 1

0 n > 1

Therefore the map TorPn (P/I2r, P/I2r) → TorPn (P/Ir, P/Ir) is zero for all n, r ≥ 1,
completing the proof.

Remark 3.18. There is a certain argument which is now well-known for reducing
excision to the case of ideals of free algebras; e.g., the proof of [10, Thm 5.3], [6,
Lem. 1.4], or [13, Lem. 3.1]. If one combines this argument with Proposition 3.17,
Lemma 3.14, and Theorem 3.7, then it proves Theorem 3.15 only in the special case
that A, B, A/I, and B/I are all projective as k-modules.

Remark 3.19. It may be worth observing that Theorem 3.15 reproves Cuntz–Quillen’s
excision theorem over fields without using their quasi-unitality results discussed in
Remark 1.7.

Remark 3.20 (Quasi-free algebras). If k is a commutative ring, and P is a k-algebra
such that the structure map k → P is injective and the quotient P/k is projective as a
k-module, then the arguments of [9, §1–3] show that the following two conditions are
equivalent:

(i) Any k-algebra surjectionB � P with square-zero kernel has a k-algebra splitting.

(ii) Ω1P := Ker(P ⊗k P
mult.−−−→ P ) is projective as a P -bimodule.

P is said to be a quasi-free k-algebra if and only if these conditions are satisfied; e.g.,
free k-algebras are quasi-free. It is clear from the proof that Proposition 3.17 remains
true for quasi-free k-algebras.
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3.4 Continuity properties for HH of commutative rings

When A is a commutative k-algebra, the Hochschild homology groups HHk
n(A) are A-

modules; this allows more continuity results in the style of Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6 to be
established. After the provisional Lemma 3.21, we give three applications: Artin–Rees
properties, the pro HKR theorem, and the Fĕıgin–Tsygan theorem.

We stress that, in the next two results, the pro Tor-unitality assumption on the
ideal I is satisfied as soon as A is Noetherian, by Theorem 2.3.

Lemma 3.21. Let k → A be a homomorphism of commutative rings, I a pro Tor-
unital ideal of A, and M an A-module. Then the canonical map

{Hk
n(A,M/IrM)}r −→ {Hk

n(A/Ir,M/IrM)}r

is an isomorphism of pro A-modules for all n ≥ 0.

Proof. Applying Proposition 3.4 to the homomorphismA→ A/Ir and moduleM/IrM ,
and letting r →∞, we obtain a spectral sequence of pro A-modules

E2
pq(∞) = {Hk

p (A/Ir,TorAq (A/Ir,M/IrM))}r =⇒ {Hk
p+q(A,M/IrM)}r.

Since I is pro Tor-unital, Corollary 1.12 implies that {TorAq (A/Ir,M/IrM)}r = 0
for q > 0, so the spectral sequence collapses to the desired edge map isomorphisms
{Hk

n(A,M/IrM)}r
'→ {Hk

n(A/Ir,M/IrM)}r.

Artin–Rees properties. From Lemma 3.21 we obtain fundamental Artin–Rees
vanishing results for derived Hochschild and cyclic homology, generalising results for
André–Quillen homology in the Noetherian case [2, Prop. X.12] [29, Thm. 6.15]; further
generalisations to André–Quillen homology will be given in Section 4:

Theorem 3.22. Let A be a commutative ring, and I a pro Tor-unital ideal of A.
Then:

(i) {HHA
n (A/Ir)} = 0 for all n > 0.

(ii) {HCAn (A/Ir)} = 0 for all odd n > 0, while in even degrees the periodicity maps

· · · S−→ {HCA2n(A/Ir)}r
S−→ · · · S−→ {HCA2 (A/Ir)}r

S−→ {HCA0 (A/Ir)}r ∼= {A/Ir}r

are all isomorphisms.

Proof. (i): By Corollary 3.5, with k = A, it is sufficient to show that {HA
n (A,A/Ir)}r =

0 for n > 0. But for any A-module M , it is clear that HA
n (A,M) = 0 for n > 0.

(ii): This follows from part (i) and the SBI sequence.

Pro HKR theorem. Recall that the Hochschild–Kostant–Rosenberg theorem [23,
Thm. 3.4.4] states that if k → A is a smooth morphism of commutative, Noetherian
rings, then the canonical antisymmetrisation map Ωn

A|k → HHk
n(A) is an isomorphism
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for all n ≥ 0; by Néron–Popescu desingularisation [27, 28] this holds more generally if
k → A is merely assumed to be geometrically regular. (Here we follow Swan’s notation
of saying that a morphism k → A is geometrically regular if and only if it is flat and has
geometrically regular fibres in the usual sense [37]; other authors prefer to say more
briefly that the morphism is “regular”.) The next result is a pro version of the HKR
theorem. A proof for finite type algebras over fields can be found in [7, Thm. 3.2],
but for recent applications to the formal deformation of algebraic cycles [4, 25] the
following stronger version is required:

Theorem 3.23. Let k → A be a geometrically regular morphism of commutative,
Noetherian rings, and let I be an ideal of A. Then the antisymmetrisation map

{Ωn
A/Ir|k}r −→ {HH

k
n(A/Ir)}r

is an isomorphism of pro A-modules for all n ≥ 0.

Proof. Recall that I is pro Tor-unital by Theorem 2.3. So, by Lemma 3.21, the
canonical map {Hk

n(A,A/Ir)}r → {HHk
n(A/Ir)}r is an isomorphism. But since k →

A is geometrically regular, the classical HKR theorem implies that Hk
n(A,A/Ir) ∼=

Ωn
A|k ⊗A A/I

r. Finally, the isomorphism {Ωn
A|k ⊗A A/Ir}r ∼= {Ωn

A/Ir|k} is an easy

consequence of the inclusion d(I2r) ⊆ IrΩ1
A|k.

Remark 3.24. More generally, if k → A and I ⊆ A satisfy the conditions of Theorem
3.23, and if M is an A-module, then the same argument shows that the antisymmetri-
sation map {Ωn

A/Ir|k ⊗A/Ir M/IrM}r → {Hk
n(A/Ir,M/IrM)}r is an isomorphism for

all n ≥ 0.

Fĕıgin–Tsygan theorem. If R is a commutative, finitely generated algebra over
a characteristic zero field k, then the Fĕıgin–Tsygan theorem [12] identifies HP kn (R)
with

∏
i∈ZH

2i−n
crys (R), where H∗crys(R) denotes Grothendieck’s crystalline cohomology

[16] (aka. Hartshorne’s algebraic de Rham cohomology [17]), defined as follows: let
R = A/I be a representation of R as a quotient of a smooth k-algebra A by an ideal
I, let Ω̂•A|k := lim←−r Ω•A/Ir|k be the I-adic completion of the de Rham complex of A, and

set H∗crys(R) := H∗(Ω̂•A|k).

The following generalises the Fĕıgin–Tsygan theorem, as well as reproving the clas-
sical case:

Theorem 3.25. Let k → A be a geometrically regular morphism of commutative,
Noetherian Q-algebras, I an ideal of A, and set R := A/I. Then there is a natural
isomorphism of k-modules

HP kn (R) ∼=
∏
i∈Z

H2i−n(Ω̂•A|k)

for all n ∈ Z, where Ω̂•A|k := lim←−r Ω•A/Ir|k.
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Proof. Arguing informally and ignoring lim←−
1 terms, we sketch the proof. The following

leftwards map is an isomorphism by nil-invariance of periodic cyclic homology, and the
rightwards map is an isomorphism by an HP version of Theorem 3.23:

HP kn (R)←− lim←−
r

HP kn (A/Ir) −→
∏
i∈Z

H2i−n(Ω̂•A|k)

We will now formalise this argument using the language of mixed complexes [23,
§2.5.13].

For any k-algebra there is a natural map of mixed complexes π : (Ck• (−), b, B) →
(Ω•−|k, 0, d) which splits the anti-symmetrisation map Ω∗−|k → HHk

∗ (−) on the asso-

ciated Hochschild homologies [23, §2.3]. Applying this to each k-algebra A/Ir and
letting r →∞ yields a map of mixed complexes (lim←−r C

k
• (A/I

r), b, B)→ (Ω̂•A|k, 0, d).

Let P
(r)
• → A/Ir be simplicial resolutions by free k-algebras, chosen compatibly

for all r ≥ 1. Then the composition

(holimr TotCk• (P
(r)
• ), b, B) −→ (lim←−

r

Ck• (A/I
r), b, B) −→ (Ω̂•A|k, 0, d)

is an isomorphism on the associated Hochschild homologies by Theorem 3.23, hence
also induces an isomorphism on the associated periodic cyclic homologies

HP∗(holimr TotCk• (P
(r)
• ), b, B)

'→ HP∗(Ω̂
•
A|k, 0, d).

Since (Ω̂•A|k, 0, d) has B-differential equal to zero, a standard argument shows that

HPn(Ω̂•A|k, 0, d) =
∏
i∈ZH

2i−n(Ω̂•A|k) for all n ∈ Z. The proof will therefore be complete
as soon as we show that the canonical map

HPn(holimr TotCk• (P
(r)
• ), b, B) −→ HPn(TotCk• (P

(1)
• ), b, B) = HP kn (R)

is an isomorphism for all n ∈ Z; i.e., that

holims holimr TotCCk•+2s(P
(r)
• ) −→ holims TotCCk•+2s(P

(1)
• )

is a weak equivalence, in which each holims is taken over the periodicity maps. But
by interchanging the order of the homotopy limits on the left, this is a consequence

of Lemma 3.14, which states that holims TotCCk•+2s(P
(r)
• )

∼→ holims TotCCk•+2s(P
(1)
• )

for all r ≥ 1.

Remark 3.26 (Homotopy invariance of derived HP ). If k is a commutative Q-algebra
and A is a k-algebra, then the canonical map HP kn (A[T ])→ HP kn (A) is an isomorphism
for all n ∈ Z. Indeed, letting P• → A be a simplicial resolution of A by free k-algebras,
it follows from the proof of the homotopy invariance of usual periodic cyclic homol-
ogy that the periodicity map S : HCkn+2(Pp[T ], 〈T 〉) → HCkn(Pp[T ], 〈T 〉) on relative
cyclic homology is zero for all n, p ≥ 0 [23, §4.1.12]; since the simplicial complex
CCk• (P•[T ], 〈T 〉) computes HCk∗ (A[T ], 〈T 〉) it follows that S : HCkn+2(A[T ], 〈T 〉) →
HCkn(A[T ], 〈T 〉) is also zero, as required.
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4 André–Quillen homology

The remainder of the paper is devoted to extending the pro excision, Artin–Rees, and
continuity results which we have already proved for Hochschild homology to André–
Quillen homology. This is technically more difficult because the restriction spectral
sequence of Proposition 3.4 must be replaced by the higher Jacobi–Zariski spectral
sequence of C. Kassel and A. Sletsjøe (see Proposition 4.7 and Remark 4.8), which is
unfortunately more cumbersome to use.

We begin with a review of André–Quillen homology [2, 29, 32], though we assume
the reader is familiar with its basic properties. All rings and simplicial rings in this
section are commutative. Let k → A be a homomorphism of rings; let P• → A be a
simplicial resolution of A by free (commutative!) k-algebras, and set

LA|k := Ω1
P•|k ⊗P• A.

Thus LA|k is a simplicial A-module which is free in each degree; it is called the cotangent
complex (though we always consider it simplicially) of the k-algebra A. The cotangent
complex is well-defined up to homotopy, since the free simplicial resolution P• → A is
unique up to homotopy.

Set LiA|k :=
∧i
A LA|k for each i ≥ 1. The André–Quillen homology of the k-algebra

A, with coefficients in any A-module M , is defined by

Di
n(A|k,M) := πn(LiA|k ⊗AM),

for n ≥ 0, i ≥ 1. When M = A the notation is simplified to

Di
n(A|k) := Di

n(A|k,A) = πn(LiA|k).

When i = 1 the superscript is often omitted, writing Dn(A|k,M) = πn(LA|k ⊗A M)
and Dn(A|k) = πn(LA|k) instead. If k → A is essentially of finite type and k is
Noetherian, then Di

n(A|k,M) is a finitely generated A-module for all n, i and for all
finitely generated A-modules M .

If 0 → M → N → P → 0 is a short exact sequence of A-modules, then there is a
resulting long exact sequence for each i ≥ 1:

· · · −→ Di
n(A|k,M) −→ Di

n(A|k,N) −→ Di
n(A|k, P ) −→ · · ·

Finally, if k → A→ B are homomorphisms of rings then the simplicial resolutions
may be chosen so that there is an exact sequence of simplicial B-modules

0 −→ LA/k ⊗A B −→ LB/k −→ LB/A −→ 0.

This remains exact upon tensoring by any B-module M since these simplicial B-
modules are free in each degree; taking homotopy yields the Jacobi–Zariski long exact
sequence of B-modules

· · · −→ Dn(A|k,M |A) −→ Dn(B|k,M) −→ Dn(B|A,M) −→ · · ·
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Remark 4.1. To avoid any ambiguity once spectral sequences appears, we remark
that the notation Di

n(A|k,M) is defined in the same way if i ≤ 0 or n < 0. However,
Di
n(A|k,M) = 0 if n < 0 and

D0
n(A|k,M) =

{
M n = 0,

0 else,

since L0
A|k ⊗AM 'M .

Remark 4.2. Let k → A be a homomorphism of rings, and M an A-module. Then
there is a first quadrant spectral sequence of A-modules

E2
pq = Dq

p(A|k,M) =⇒ Hk
p+q(A,M).

Indeed, letting P• → A be a free simplicial resolution, this is the spectral sequence asso-
ciated to the bisimplicial A-module Ck• (P•,M), since π∗(C

k
• (Pp,M)) = Hk

∗ (Pp,M) ∼=
Ω∗Pp/k

⊗Pp M for each p ≥ 0 (the final isomorphism follows from the calculation of

Hochschild homology for free commutative algebras [23, Thm. 3.2.2]). We will only
use this spectral sequence in Lemma 4.11.

Remark 4.3 (Sketch of proof of Theorem 4.14). It may be instructive at this point
to give a sketch of the upcoming proof of Theorem 4.14, namely that pro Tor-unital
ideals satisfy pro excision in André–Quillen homology under a minor assumption.

Let k → A→ B be homomorphisms of commutative rings, and I a pro Tor-untial
ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of B. It is required to show that, for
each i ≥ 0, the square of pro cotangent complexes

LiA|k //

��

LiB|k

��
{LiA/Ir|k}r // {LiB/Ir|k}r

is homotopy cartesian. The first step is to show that {LiA/Ir|k}r ' {L
i
A|k ⊗A A/I

r}r,
i.e., that

{Di
n(A/Ir|k)}r ∼= {Di

n(A|k,A/Ir)}r (1)

for all n ≥ 0 (and similarly for B). Once this is achieved, it follows that the homotopy
fibres of the vertical arrows in the above square are {LiA|k ⊗A I

r}r and {LiB|k ⊗B I
r}r;

we must show these are weakly equivalent. This will follow from the vanishing result

{LiB|A ⊗B I
r} ' 0 (2)

and the Jacobi–Zariski style implication

{LiB/A ⊗B I
r} ' 0 =⇒ {LiA|k ⊗A I

r} ' {LiB|k ⊗B I
r}r. (3)

Results of flavour (1) – (3) are the Artin–Rees and continuity properties which will
be established in Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.13, after which the above programme to
prove pro excision can be carried out.
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4.1 Continuity properties for André–Quillen homology

Our goal in this section is to prove Artin–Rees and continuity properties for André–
Quillen homology. The i = 1 case of the next theorem was proved by André and
Quillen whenever A is Noetherian [2, Prop. X.12] [29, Thm. 6.15]; we generalise their
result to pro Tor-unital ideals, and moreover to the case i > 1. Krishna [22] proved
Corollary 4.5 for certain cases of finitely generated algebras over characteristic zero
fields, and we were motivated by his calculations.

Theorem 4.4. Let k → A be a homomorphism of rings, I a pro Tor-unital ideal of
A, and M an A-module. Then:

(i) {Di
n(A/Ir|A,M/IrM)}r = 0 for all n ≥ 0, i ≥ 1.

(ii) The canonical map {Di
n(A|k,M/IrM)}r −→ {Di

n(A/Ir|k,M/IrM)}r is an iso-
morphism for all n ≥ 0, i ≥ 0.

In particular, setting M = A we immediately obtain the following corollary, which
is the analogue for André–Quillen homology of Theorem 3.22:

Corollary 4.5. Let k → A be a homomorphism of commutative rings, and I a pro
Tor-unital ideal of A. Then:

(i) {Di
n(A/Ir|A)}r = 0 for all n ≥ 0, i ≥ 1.

(ii) The canonical map {Di
n(A|k,A/Ir)}r −→ {Di

n(A/Ir|k)}r is an isomorphism for
all n ≥ 0, i ≥ 0.

Remark 4.6. The previous theorem and corollary may be stated directly in terms
of the pro cotangent complexes. Given a projective system X•(1) ← X•(2) ← · · · of
simplicial A-modules, we may take the limit degree-wise to form {X•(r)}r, which is a
simplicial object in the abelian category of pro A-modules. By construction, its homo-
topy pro groups are the pro A-modules πn({X•(r)}r) := {πn(X•(r))}r. The notation
suggests that {X•(r)}r lives in the abelian category Pro(A -mod∆op

), i.e. pro objects
in the category of simplicial A-modules, but we prefer to view it in Pro(A -mod)∆op

,
i.e. simplicial objects in the category of pro A-modules, via the natural functor

Pro(A -mod∆op
) −→ Pro(A -mod)∆op

.

We do this because terms like “acyclic” are already defined in Pro(A -mod)∆op
; oth-

erwise we would have to introduce a suitable model structure on Pro(A -mod∆op
).

The statements of Theorem 4.4 are equivalent to the following:

(i) {LiA/Ir|A ⊗A/Ir M/Ir}r is acyclic.

(ii) {LiA|k ⊗AM/IrM}r −→ {LiA/Ir|k ⊗A/Ir M/IrM}r is a weak equivalence.

We will take advantage of this pro simplicial framework when we turn to excision in
Section 4.2; it is not essential but simplifies the exposition there.
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We now turn to the proof of Theorem 4.4. We begin by treating part (i), which is
based on André’s original work:

Proof of part (i) of Theorem 4.4. Let I ⊆ A be a pro Tor-unital ideal and fix
i ≥ 1. We first claim that in order to prove

{Di
n(A/Ir|A,M/IrM)}r = 0

for all A-modules M and all n ≥ 0, it is sufficient to consider the case that M is an
A/I-module. Indeed, once the vanishing claim has been proved for A/I-modules, it
immediately follows for A/Ir-modules by induction on r ≥ 1 using the short exact
sequence 0 → Ir−1M → M → M/Ir−1M → 0. Then, if M is an arbitrary A-module
and r ≥ 1 is given, we apply the special case to the A/Ir-module M/IrM to find s ≥ r
such that the second of the following arrows, hence the composition, is zero:

Di
n(A/Is|A,M/IsM) −→ Di

n(A/Is|A,M/IrM) −→ Di
n(A/Ir|A,M/IrM).

This shows that {Di
n(A/Ir|A,M/IrM)}r = 0, as desired.

Now let M be an A/I-module; we must show that {Di
n(A/Ir|A,M)}r = 0. Firstly,

Corollary 1.12 implies that {TorAn (A/Ir, A/I)}r = 0 for all n ≥ 1. Fixing n, r ≥ 1, we
may therefore find a sequence of integers r0 ≥ r1 ≥ · · · ≥ rn := r such that the maps

TorAp (A/Irp−1 , A/I) −→ TorAp (A/Irp , A/I)

are zero for p = 1, . . . , n.
For each s ≥ 1, let P•(s) → A/Is be a functorially chosen simplicial resolution

of A/Is by free A-algebras. Verbatim following André [2, Proof of Prop. X.12] (with
notation Ap = A, Bp = A/Irp , Cp = A/I, and W = M), we deduce that there exist
a simplicial resolution X• → A/I by free A/I-algebras (!), and a simplicial subring
F• ⊆ X•, with the following properties (of which we will only need (i) and (v)):

(i) There exists a factoring P•(r0)⊗A A/I → F• → P•(rn)⊗A A/I.

(ii) Under the above maps, Fp is a free Pp(r0)⊗A A/I-algebra for all p ≥ 0.

(iii) π0(Pp(r0)⊗A A/I)→ π0(F•) is an isomorphism.

(iv) πp(F•) = 0 for p = 1, . . . , n.

(v) Xp = Fp for p = 0, . . . , n+ 1.

Since X• is a simplicial resolution of A/I by free A/I-algebras, we have

πp(Ω
i
X•|A/I ⊗X• M) = Di

p(A/I|A/I,M) = 0

for all p ≥ 0, in particular for p = n. Since Xp = Fp for p = n− 1, n, n+ 1, it follows
that Hn(Ωi

F•|A/I ⊗F• M) = 0. According to property (i), the map

Di
n(A/Ir0 |A,M) = πn(Ωi

P•(r0)|A⊗P•(r0)M)→ πn(Ωi
P•(rn)|A⊗P•(rn)M) = Di

n(A/Irn |A,M)

is therefore zero.
So, given any integer r ≥ 1 we have found an integer r0 ≥ r for which the map

Di
n(A/Ir0 |A,M)→ Di

n(A/Ir|A,M) is zero, as required.
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It remains to prove part (ii) Theorem 4.4; when i = 1 this is easily deduced from
the usual Jacobi–Zariski long exact sequence:

Proof of part (ii) of Theorem 4.4 when i = 1. Let k → A be a homomorphism
of rings, I ⊆ A a pro Tor-unital ideal, M an A-module, and fix i ≥ 1. Then the long
exact Jacobi–Zariski sequence for k → A→ A/Ir is

· · · −→ Dn(A|k,M/IrM) −→ Dn(A/Ir|k,M/IrM) −→ Dn(A/Ir|A,M/IrM) −→ · · ·

Part (i) of Theorem 4.4 shows that the limit over r of the right-most term is zero; so

taking the limit over r gives {Dn(A|k,M/IrM)}r
'→ {Dn(A/Ir|k,M/IrM)}r, proving

(ii).

To prove part (ii) of Theorem 4.4 when i > 1 we will use the following “higher
Jacobi–Zariski” spectral sequence, which is the analogue in André–Quillen homology
of Proposition 3.4:

Proposition 4.7 (Kassel–Sletsjøe [21]). Let k → A→ B be homomorphisms of rings,
let M be a B-module, and fix i ≥ 1. Then there is a natural, third octant, bounded
spectral sequence of B-modules

E1
pq =⇒ Di

p+q(B|k,M)

whose columns may be described as follows:

• Suppose p < −i or p > 0. Then E1
pq = 0.

• Suppose p = −i; i.e., we are on the left-most column of the E1-page. Then
E1
pq = Di

q−i(A|k,M).

• Suppose −i < p ≤ 0. Then the pth column of the E1-page is given by a first
quadrant spectral sequence

E2
αβ = D−pα

(
A|k,Di+p

β (B|A,M)
)

=⇒ E1
p,α+β−p.

Remark 4.8. Suppose that k → A→ B, M , i are as in Proposition 4.7, and assume
that A is filtered inductive limit of smooth, finite-type k-algebras. Then L−pA|k ' Ω−pA|k
for all p by the “Hochschild–Kostant–Rosenberg theorem for André–Quillen homology”
[23, Thm. 3.5.6], which are flat A-modules, so the spectral sequence simplifies to

E1
pq = Ω−pA|k ⊗A D

i+p
p+q(B|A,M) =⇒ Di

p+q(B|k,M).

It is this simplified form of Kassel–Sletsjøe’s spectral sequence which most often ap-
pears in applications, e.g., [7], but we require it in full generality.

Using the higher Jacobi–Zariski spectral sequence we may complete the proof of
Theorem 4.4:
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Proof of part (ii) of Theorem 4.4 for i ≥ 1i ≥ 1i ≥ 1. Let k → A be a homomorphism of
rings, I ⊆ A a pro Tor-unital ideal, M an A-module, and fix i ≥ 1.

For each r ≥ 1 we apply Proposition 4.7 to the ring homomorphisms k → A →
A/Ir and the A/Ir-modules M/IrM to obtain natural, third octant, bounded spectral
sequences

E1
pq(r) =⇒ Di

p+q(A/I
r|k,M/IrM), (†)

with the properties described by the proposition.

We claim that {E1
pq(r)}r = 0 if p > −i. It is sufficient to consider the situation

−i < p ≤ 0, in which case there are natural, first quadrant spectral sequences for all
r ≥ 1:

E2
αβ(r) = D−pα

(
A|k,Di+p

β (A/Ir|A,M/IrM)
)

=⇒ E1
p,α+β−p.

Passing to the limit yields a spectral sequence of pro A-modules,

E2
αβ(∞) = {E2

αβ(r)}r =⇒ {E1
p,α+β−p(r)}r,

and so to prove our vanishing claim it is enough to show that E2
αβ(∞) = 0 for all α, β.

But part (i) of Theorem 4.4 (which we have already proved) implies that for any r
there exists s ≥ r such that the map

E2
αβ(s) = Di+p

β (A/Is|A,M/IsM) −→ Di+p
β (A/Ir|A,M/IrM) = E2

αβ(r)

is zero; hence E2
αβ(∞) = 0, completing the proof that {E1

pq(r)}r = 0 for p > −i.
We now form the limit of the spectral sequences (†):

E1
pq(∞) = {E1

pq(r)}r =⇒ {Di
p+q(A/I

r|k,M/IrM)}r

By what we have just proved, and from Proposition 4.7, this spectral sequence is
everywhere zero on the first page except along the column p = −i, where it equals

E1
−i,q(∞) = {Di

q−i(A|k,M/IrM)}r.

Therefore the edge map {Di
n(A|k,M/IrM)}r → {Di

n(A/Ir|k,M/IrM)}r is an isomor-
phism, as required to complete the proof of Theorem 4.4.

4.2 Pro excision for André–Quillen homology

In this section we use the Artin–Rees properties of Theorem 4.4 to prove that pro
Tor-unital ideals satisfy pro excision in André–Quillen homology. Unfortunately we
must impose the following additional condition on the ideal, though we suspect it is
unnecessary:

Definition 4.9. We will say that a non-unital (commutative) ring I is small if and
only if for each r ≥ 1 there exists s ≥ 1 such that I(r) ⊇ Is, where I(r) is the ideal of
I generated by the rth-powers of elements of I.
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Example 4.10. Suppose that I is an ideal of a ring A. Then I is small if it is a finitely
generated ideal of A, or if A is a Q-algebra (the latter case follows from combinatorial
identities such as ab = 1

2((a+ b)2 − a2 − b2); see [1]).

It is the proof of the follow vanishing result in which we require smallness:

Lemma 4.11. Let A→ B be a homomorphism of rings, and I an ideal of A mapped
isomorphically to an ideal of B.

(i) Then, for each n > 0, the A-module HHA
n (B) is annihilated by a power of I.

(ii) Assume further that I is small; then, for each i ≥ 1, n ≥ 0, the A-module
Di
n(B|A) is annihilated by a power of I.

Proof. (i): We will say that a map of simplicial A-modules M• → N• is an I-weak
equivalence if and only if the kernel and cokernel of πn(M•) → πn(N•) are killed by
a power of I for all n ≥ 0. The composition or derived tensor product of two I-weak
equivalences is clearly again an I-weak equivalence.

Let P• → B be a simplicial resolution of B by free A-algebras. Since the kernel and
cokernel of A→ B are killed by I, the structure map A→ P• is an I-weak equivalence.
By the comments in the previous paragraph, it inductively follows that the structure
map A→ CA• (P•) is an I-weak equivalence, which is exactly the desired assertion.

(ii): We now assume further that I is small, and we will prove by induction on
N ≥ 0 the following: for all i ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ n ≤ N , the A-module Di

n(B|A) is killed by
a power of I.

To treat the base case N = 0 we show that Di
0(B|A) = Ωi

B|A is killed by I. But

this is straightforward and well-known: if b ∈ B and a ∈ I then a db = d(ab) = 0, since
ab ∈ I and hence ab comes from an element of A.

Proceeding by induction, we may suppose that Di
n(B|A) is killed by a power of I

for all i ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ n ≤ N . It therefore follows that the cokernel of the edge map
HHA

N+2(B) → D1
N+1(B|A) in the André–Quillen-to-Hochschild-homology spectral se-

quence E2
pq = Dq

p(B|A)⇒ HHA
p+q(B) (see Remark 4.2) is killed by a power of I. But

part (i) implies that HHA
N+2(B) is also killed by a power of I, whence D1

N+1(B|A) is
killed by a power of I.

Therefore there exists M > 0 such that the homotopy groups πn(LB|A) = D1
n(B|A)

are killed by IM , for 0 ≤ n ≤ N + 1. According to Proposition B.1, it follows that
πn(LiB|A) = Di

n(B|A) is killed by the N + 2 power of (IM )(i), which denotes the ideal

generated by the ith-powers of IM , for all i ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ n ≤ N + 1.

The inductive step and the proof will thus be completed as soon as we show that
(IM )(i) contains a power of I. But this is a consequence of the smallness assumption,
as (IM )(i) ⊇ I(Mi).

Remark 4.12. Suppose that A → B is a homomorphism of rings, and that I is a
pro Tor-unital ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of B. Applying Theorem
3.7 with k = A, we easily see that HHA

n (B) ∼= {HHA
n (B/Ir)} for all n ≥ 0; this
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strengthens Lemma 4.11(i) in the pro Tor-unital case, as it implies that HHA
n (B)

embeds into HHA
n (B/Ir) for r � 0.

Continuing to assume that I is pro Tor-unital, it seems likely that also Di
n(B|A) ∼=

{Di
n(B/Ir|A)}r, even without any smallness condition. This would allow the smallness

assumption to be removed from Lemma 4.13 and Theorem 4.14. (We should mention
that, unfortunately, there do exist pro Tor-unital ideals which are not small; e.g., the
quasi-regular ideal I = 〈X1, X2, . . .〉 of the infinite polynomial ring F2[X1, X2, · · · ]).

Lemma 4.13. Let k → A→ B be homomorphisms of rings, and I a small, pro Tor-
unital ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of B. Then the following canonical
maps are isomorphisms for all n, i ≥ 0:

(i) {Di
n(B|A)⊗B B/Ir}r −→ {Di

n(B|A,B/Ir)}r.

(ii) {Di
n(B|A, Ir)}r −→ {IrDi

n(B|A)}r
(∗)
= 0

(vanishing (∗) not necessarily valid if i = n = 0).

(iii) {Di
n(A|k, Ir)}r −→ {Di

n(B|k, Ir)}r.

Proof. The claims are all trivial when i = 0, so we assume that i > 0 throughout.

(i): The universal coefficient spectral sequence for the B-module B/Ir is

E2
pq(r) = TorBp (Di

q(B|A), B/Ir) =⇒ Di
p+q(B|A,B/Ir),

and taking the limit over r yields a first quadrant spectral sequence of pro A-modules:

{TorAp (Di
q(B|A), A/Ir)}r =⇒ {Di

p+q(B|A,B/Ir)}r.

By Lemma 4.11(ii), Di
q(B|A) is killed by a power of I, so Corollary 1.12 implies that

{TorAp (Di
q(B|A), A/Ir)}r = 0 for p > 0; thus the spectral sequence collapses to edge

map isomorphisms {Di
n(B|A)⊗B B/Ir}r

'→ {Di
n(B|A,B/Ir)}r, as desired.

(ii): The short exact sequences 0 → Ir → B → B/Ir → 0 induce a long exact
sequence of pro A-modules:

· · · −→ {Di
n(B|A, Ir)}r −→ Di

n(B|A)
(1)−−→ {Di

n(B|A,B/Ir)}r −→ · · ·

By part (i), the third term may be identified with {Di
n(B|A)⊗BB/Ir}r, whence arrow

(1) is surjective, the sequence breaks into short exact sequences, and the canonical map
{Di

n(B|A, Ir)}r → {IrDi
n(B|A)}r is an isomorphism. The vanishing claim (∗) follows

from Lemma 4.11(ii).

(iii): The proof of (iii) is based on the higher Jacobi–Zariski spectral sequence of
Proposition 4.7. It implies that for each r ≥ 1 there is a natural, third quadrant,
bounded, spectral sequence

E1
pq(r) =⇒ Di

p+q(B|k, Ir)
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which vanishes outside−i ≤ p ≤ 0, whose−ith column is given by E1
−i,q = Di

q−i(A|k, Ir),
and which is described in the range −i < p ≤ 0 by natural, first quadrant spectral
sequences

E2
αβ(r) = D−pα (A|k,Di+p

β (B|A, Ir)) =⇒ E1
p,α+β−p(r).

According to part (ii), {E2
αβ(r)}r = 0, whence the limit of the E-spectral sequences

collapses to edge map isomorphisms {Di
n(A|k, Ir)}r

'→ {Di
n(B|k, Ir)}r.

We may now prove the main pro excision result for André–Quillen homology, fol-
lowing the sketch given in Remark 4.3:

Theorem 4.14 (Pro excision for AQ homology). Let k → A→ B be homomorphisms
of rings, and I a small, pro Tor-unital ideal of A mapped isomorphically to an ideal of
B. Then the following square of simplicial pro A-modules is homotopy cartesian

LiA|k //

��

LiB|k

��
{LiA/Ir|k}r // {LiB/Ir|k}r

thereby resulting in a long exact, Mayer–Vietoris sequence of pro A-modules

· · · −→ Di
n(A|k) −→ {Di

n(A/Ir|k)}r ⊕Di
n(B|k) −→ {Di

n(B/Ir|k)}r −→ · · ·

Proof. According to Corollary 4.5(ii), which applies to both A and B, the homotopy
of the simplicial modules in the bottom row are unchanged if we replace them by

{LiA|k ⊗A A/I
r}r −→ {LiB|k ⊗B B/I

r}r.

The vertical arrows in the square now become surjective, and so to prove that the
square is homotopy cartesian it is enough to show that the induced map on the vertical
kernels, namely

{LiA|k ⊗A I
r}r −→ {LiB|k ⊗B I

r}r

is a weak equivalence. But this is precisely Lemma 4.13(iii).

A Arguments with pro abelian groups

The purpose of this appendix is to summarise the notation of pro objects, and to
explain some standard arguments we use. It is likely to be unnecessary to readers
already familiar with infinitesimal arguments in K-theory or cyclic homology.

Everything we need about categories of pro objects may be found in one of the
standard references, such as the appendix to [3], or [20]. We will often use Pro(A -mod),
the category of pro A-modules for some ring A, and ProAb, the category of pro abelian
groups, and ProRings, the category of pro rings.
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Let C be a category. In this paper, an object of Pro C is simply an inverse system
· · · → A2 → A1 of objects and morphisms in C, which is denoted {Ar}r or very
occasionally A∞; some authors, including myself previously, write “ lim←− ”

r
Ar, but we

now eschew this notation. Morphisms in Pro C are given by the rule

HomPro C({Ar}r, {Bs}s) := lim←−
s

lim−→
r

HomC(Ar, Bs),

where the right side is a genuine pro-ind limit in the category of sets, and composition
is defined in the obvious way. For example, a pro object {Ar}r is isomorphic to zero
(assuming that a zero object exists in C) if and only if for each r ≥ 1 there exists s ≥ r
such that the transition map As → Ar is zero. A morphism is said to be strict it if
arises from a compatible family of morphisms Ar → Br, for r ≥ 1.

There is a fully faithful embedding C → Pro C. Assuming C has countable inverse
limits, this has a right adjoint

Pro C −→ C, {Ar}r 7−→ lim←−
r

Ar,

which is left exact but not right exact. Moreover, if C is an abelian category then so
is Pro C: given a inverse system of exact sequences

· · · −→ An−1(r) −→ An(r) −→ An+1(r) −→ · · · ,

the “limit as r →∞”, namely

· · · −→ {An−1(r)}r −→ {An(r)}r −→ {An+1(r)}r −→ · · · ,

is an exact sequence in Pro C.
Pro spectral sequences play an important role in the paper, which we will discuss

for concreteness only in the case of abelian groups. Suppose that

E1
pq(r) =⇒ Hp+q(r),

for r ≥ 1, are spectral sequences of abelian groups, which are functorial in that we
have morphisms of spectral sequences · · · → E•pq(2) → E•pq(1). To avoid convergence
issues, suppose that each spectral sequence is bounded, by a bound independent of r;
e.g., each spectral sequence might be zero outside the first quadrant. Finally, make
the following assumption:

For each p, q and each r ≥ 1, there exists s ≥ r such that E1
pq(s)→ E1

pq(r)
is zero.

Then we claim that for each n and each r ≥ 1, there exists s ≥ r such that Hn(s) →
Hn(r) is zero. We offer two proofs of this claim; similar arguments are used in the
paper:

Careful proof: For simplicity of notation, assume that each spectral sequence is
zero outside the first quadrant, and let

Hn(r) = FnHn(r) ⊇ · · · ⊇ F−1Hn(r) = 0
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denote the resulting filtration on each Hn(r). By the natural dependence of the spectral
sequences on r, the natural maps Hn(s)→ Hn(r), for s ≥ r, respect the filtrations and
thus induce homomorphisms grpHn(s) → grpHn(r) for p = 0, . . . , n. But grpHn(r)
is a subquotient of E1

pq(r), and the same applies to for s, so our standing assumption
implies that we may pick s ≥ r such that grpHn(s)→ grpHn(r) is zero.

So, starting with any r ≥ 1, successively pick integers rn ≥ · · · ≥ r0 = r such that
grn−iHn(ri) → grn−iHn(ri−1) is zero for i = 1, . . . , n. In other words, the natural
map Hn(ri)→ Hn(ri−1) carries Fn−iHn(ri) to Fn−i−1Hn(ri−1). Hence the composite

Hn(rn)→ Hn(rn−1)→ · · · → Hn(r1)→ Hn(r)

carries FnHn(rn) = Hn(rn) to F−1Hn(r) = 0. So setting s = rn completes the proof
of the claim.

Slick proof: The naturality of the family of spectral sequences and the exactness of
{−}r implies that we obtain a first quadrant spectral sequence of pro abelian groups

E1
pq(∞) := {E1

pq(r)} =⇒ {Hp+q(r)}r.

We will often refer to this construction of this spectral sequence of pro abelian groups
as “letting r →∞”. Our assumption, rephrased into the pro language, is exactly that
E1
pq(∞) = 0 for each p, q. Hence {Hn(r)}r = 0 for each n, which is exactly the claim.

In our calculations we will systemically make use of pro arguments of this type,
usually without explicit mention; moreover, we state our results always in terms of pro
objects, rather than “for each r ≥ 1 there exists s ≥ r such that etc.”, whenever it
does not cause confusion.

B A vanishing result in homological algebra

Cell attachment arguments in homological algebra allow the following type of assertion
to be established [31, Prop. 7.3 & Lem. 9.8]: if a map M• → N• of degree-wise-
projective simplicial A-modules induces an isomorphism on homotopy in low degrees,
then the same is true of Φ(M•)→ Φ(N•), where Φ : A -mod→ A -mod is any functor.
The aim of this appendix is to prove an analogous result in which, instead of assuming
that certain groups vanish, we will assume that they are annihilated by a given ideal
of A.

More precisely, let A be commutative ring and Φ : A -mod → A -mod a functor
with the following property: there exists e ≥ 1 such that Φ(µM (a)) = µΦ(M)(a

e) for
all A-modules M and all a ∈ A, where µM (a) := ‘multiplication by a’: M → M .
Examples of such functors to have in mind are symmetric and exterior powers

Φ(M) := Syme
AM and Φ(M) :=

∧e

A
M.

Given an ideal I of A, let I(e) denote the ideal generated by ae, for a ∈ I. Then the
following is the main aim of this appendix; it is needed in the proof of Lemma 4.11:
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Proposition B.1. Let A be a commutative ring and Φ : A -mod→ A -mod a functor
with the above property for some e ≥ 1. Let M• be a simplicial A-module which is
degree-wise projective, k ≥ 1, and I an ideal of A such that the homotopy groups
πi(M•), for 0 ≤ i < k, are annihilated by I. Then the homotopy groups πi(Φ(M•)),
for 0 ≤ i < k, are annihilated by the kth-power of the ideal I(e).

Proof. Let a0, . . . , ak−1 ∈ I and put a = ak−1 · · · a0. Then the ‘multiplication by a’
map µ(a) : M• →M• factors as

M•
µ(a0)−−−→M•

µ(a1)−−−→ · · · µ(ak−1)−−−−−→M•,

and our assumptions imply that µ(ai) induces the zero map on homotopy for 0 ≤ i <
k. Applying Proposition B.2 below (via the Dold–Kan correspondence), we deduce
that µ(a) may be factored as M• → P• → M•, where P• is a degree-wise-projective
simplicial A-module satisfying πi(P•) = 0 for 0 ≤ i < k.

Since P• is a degree-wise-projective simplicial A-module whose homotopy vanishes
in degrees < k, it is automatically contractible in degrees < k. That is, there exist
maps hi : Pi → Pi+1, for 0 ≤ i < k, satisfying the usual identities: di+1hi = idPi and
djhi = hi−1dj : Pi → Pi for 0 ≤ j ≤ i < k (with the convention that h−1d0 := 0 on
P0). Applying Φ preserves these identities, and so Φ(P•) is also contractible, hence
acyclic, in degrees < k. It follows that the map

µ(ae) = Φ(µ(a)) : πi(Φ(M•))→ πi(Φ(P•))→ πi(Φ(M•))

is zero for 0 ≤ i < k, which completes the proof.

The key step in the proof of Proposition B.1 is the following cell attachment result
in homological algebra; our proof will very closely follow an analogue for simplicial rings
[2, Lem. X.6] which was a key tool in the proof of Theorem 4.4(i). For simplicity we
work in the language of complexes, even though the result was used simplicially via the
Dold–Kan correspondence. Henceforth in this appendix A is a ring (not necessarily
commutative) and we write “module” for “left module”, and “complex” for “chain
complex supported in degrees ≥ 0”.

Proposition B.2. Let k ≥ 1 be a fixed integer, and let

M
(0)
•

f (0)−−→M
(1)
•

f (1)−−→ · · · f
(k−1)

−−−−→M
(k)
•

be a sequence of maps of complexes of projective A-modules such that each map

Hi(f
(i)) : Hi(M

(i)
• )→ Hi(M

(i+1)
• ) (0 ≤ i < k)

is zero. Then the composition f = f (k−1) ◦ · · · ◦ f (0) factors as

M
(0)
• → P• →M

(k)
• ,

where P• is a complex of projective A-modules satisfying Hi(P•) = 0 for 0 ≤ i < k.
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We prove Proposition B.2 via several lemmas. Given a complex M•, its truncation
in degrees ≤ m is denoted by M≤m.

Lemma B.3. Let m ≥ 0 be a fixed integer, and let f : M• → N• be a map of complexes
of A-modules which induces zero on the mth homology groups, where M• is a complex
of projective A-modules. Then f may be factored as

M• → P• → N•,

where P• is a complex of projective A-modules satisfying:

(i) Hm(P•) = 0.

(ii) M≤m → P≤m is an isomorphism.

Proof. Set Zm := Ker(Mm
d−→ Mm−1), and let π : F � Zm be a free A-module

surjecting onto Zm. Since Hm(f) is zero, f(Zm) is contained in Im(Nm+1
d−→ Nm), and

so for each generator e of F we may pick a lift h(e) of π(e) to Nm+1; this constructs a
map h : F → Nm+1 such that the diagram

Mm

fm
��

F
doo

h
��

Nm Nm+1
d

oo

commutes.
Define Pn = Mn for n 6= m+1, and Pm+1 = Mm+1⊕F ; this is the desired complex

of projective A-modules, with non-obvious maps given as follows:

M•

��

· · · Mm
oo Mm+1

oo

(id,0)
��

Mm+2
oo · · ·oo

P•

��

· · · Mm
oo

��

Mm+1 ⊕ F
d+πoo

fm+h
��

Mm+2
(d,0)oo

��

· · ·oo

N• · · · Nm
oo Nm+1

oo Nm+2
oo · · ·oo

Lemma B.4. In addition to the hypotheses of Lemma B.3, assume further that there
is an integer k ≥ 1 such that Hi(N•) = 0 for m < i < m+ k. Then f may be factored
as

M• → P• → N•,

where P• is a complex of projective A-modules satisfying:

(i) Hi(P•) = 0 for m ≤ i < m+ k.

(ii) M≤m → P≤m is an isomorphism.
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Proof. The case k = 1 is covered by the previous lemma. By induction on k, we may
therefore assume that f may be factored as M• → P ′•

g−→ N•, where P ′• is a complex of
projective A-modules satisfying:

(i) Hi(P
′
•) = 0 for m ≤ i < m+ k − 1.

(ii) M≤m → P ′≤m is an isomorphism.

Now apply the previous lemma to the map g : P ′• → N• and integer m+k−1 to obtain
a factoring of g as P ′• → P• → N•, where P• is a complex of projective A-modules
satisfying

(i) Hm+k−1(P•) = 0.

(ii) P ′≤m+k−1 → P≤m+k−1 is an isomorphism.

The factoring of f through P• has all the desired properties.

Lemma B.5. Let m ≥ 0, k ≥ 1 be fixed integers, and let

M
(m)
•

f (m)

−−−→M
(m+1)
•

f (m+1)

−−−−→ · · · f
(m+k−1)

−−−−−−→M
(m+k)
•

be a sequence of maps of complexes of projective A-modules such that each map

Hi(f
(i)) : Hi(M

(i)
• )→ Hi(M

(i+1)
• ) (m ≤ i ≤ m+ k − 1)

is zero. Then the composition f = f (m+k−1) ◦ · · · ◦ f (m) may be factored as

M
(m)
• → P• →M

(m+k)
• ,

where P• is a complex of projective A-module satisfying:

(i) Hi(P•) = 0 for m ≤ i < m+ k.

(ii) M
(m)
≤m → P≤m is an isomorphism.

Proof. The case k = 1 is covered by Lemma B.3. By induction on k, we may therefore

suppose that the composition f ′ = f (m+k−1) ◦ · · · ◦ f (m+1) factors as as M
(m+1)
•

g−→
P ′• →M

(m+k)
• , where P ′• is a complex of projective A-module satisfying:

(i) Hi(P
′
•) = 0 for m+ 1 ≤ i < m+ k.

(ii) M
(m+1)
≤m+1 → P ′≤m+1 is an isomorphism.

The map M
(m)
•

f (m)

−−−→ M
(m+1)
•

g−→ P ′• satisfies all the conditions of the map f in the
statement of the previous lemma, so we deduce that g ◦ f (m) may be factored as

M
(m)
• → P• → P ′•, where P• is a complex of projective A-modules satisfying

(i) Hi(P•) = 0 for m ≤ i < m+ k.

(ii) M
(m)
≤m → P≤m is an isomorphism.

So the factoring of f given by M
(m)
• → P• →M

(m+k)
• has all the desired properties.

Proof of Proposition B.2. Take m = 0 in the previous lemma.
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